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TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT

Program

Processional

The National Anthem

Invocation

Greetings and Opening Remarks

President’s Remarks to Graduates

Student Expression of Appreciation

Presentation of Degree Candidates and Conferring of Degrees

Roll Call of Graduates

Induction into The Association of Former Students

“The Spirit of Aggieland”

Recessional
Faculty Marshals

Mace Bearer
Dr. Nagamangala K. Anand, Vice President for Faculty Affairs

Stage Party
Ms. Venesa A. Heidick, Registrar
Ms. Brandi Eneks, Director of Admissions

Announcers
Ms. Nora Cargo, Director, Scholarships & Financial Aid
Mr. Steve Fullhart, Manager, Brazos Valley Economic Development Corporation
Judge Rick Hill, Brazos County Justice of the Peace Precinct 3

The Texas A&M University System
Board of Regents

Mr. Tim Leach, Chairman ........................................ Midland
Mr. Bill Mahomes, Jr., Vice Chairman .............................. Dallas
Mr. Robert L. Albritton .................................................. Fort Worth
Mr. James R. “Randy” Brooks ................................. San Angelo
Mr. Jay C. Graham .................................................. Houston
Mr. Michael A. “Mike” Hernandez III .......................... Fort Worth
Ms. Elaine Mendoza .................................................. San Antonio
Mr. Michael J. Plank .................................................. Houston
Mr. Cliff Thomas ......................................................... Victoria
Ms. Matilin “Mati” Rigsby (Student Regent) ................... Gainesville

Chancellor

Mr. John Sharp ............................................................ Placedo

Texas A&M University Administrative Officers

President .................................................. Dr. M. Katherine Banks
Provost and Executive Vice President (interim) .... Dr. Timothy P. Scott
Dean, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences (interim) ...... Dr. Mark A. Hussey
Dean, College of Architecture (acting) ........ Dr. Patrick C. Suermann
Dean, Mays Business School (interim) ........ Dr. R. Duane Ireland
Dean, College of Dentistry (acting) ........ Dr. José Luis Bermúdez
Dean, College of Education and Human Development (interim) .... Dr. Michael A. de Miranda
Dean, College of Engineering (interim) ........ Dr. John E. Hurtado
Dean, College of Geosciences ............................ Dr. Debbie Thomas
Dean, Bush School of Government and Public Service .......................... General Mark A. Welsh III (Ret.)
Dean, School of Law and Vice President for Professional Schools and Programs .................. Mr. Robert B. Ahdieh
Dean, College of Liberal Arts (interim) ....... Dr. Steven M. Oberhelman
Dean, College of Medicine ................. Dr. Amy L. Waer
Dean, College of Nursing ...................... Dr. Nancy L. Fahrenwald
Dean, Irma Lerma Rangel College of Pharmacy .... Dr. Indra K. Reddy
Dean, School of Public Health .............. Dr. Shawn G. Gibbs
Dean, College of Science ..................... Dr. Valen E. Johnson
Dean, College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences .............. Dr. John R. August
Dean, Texas A&M University Libraries (interim) ........... Dr. Julie A. Mosbo Ballestro
Dean and Chief Operating Officer,
Texas A&M University at Qatar ............. Dr. César O. Malavé
Dean, Graduate and Professional School and
Associate Provost ............................... Dr. Karen L. Butler-Purry
Chief Operating Officer and
Senior Vice President ........................ Mr. Gregory W. Hartman
Chief Operating Officer and Senior Vice President,
Texas A&M Health ............................. Dr. Jon E. Mogford
Chief Operating Officer and Vice President,
Texas A&M University at Galveston . Colonel Michael E. Fossum (Ret.)
Chief Financial Officer and Vice President .... Mr. John W. Crawford
Chief Marketing and Communications Officer and
Vice President .................................... Ms. Marilyn M. Martell
Chief Information Officer and Vice President for
Information Technology ........................ Mr. Edwin L. Pierson
Chief Compliance Officer and Vice President . Mr. Kevin P. McGinnis
Vice President for Academic
and Strategic Collaborations .................. Dr. Susan G. Ballabina
Vice President and
Associate Provost for Diversity (interim) ....... Dr. Annie S. McGowan
Vice President for Brand Development ........ Mr. Shane Hinckley
Vice President for Development ................ Mr. Andy Acker
Vice President for Enrollment and
Academic Services .............................. Mr. Joseph P. Pettibon II
Vice President for Facilities, Safety,
and Security ..................................... Mr. Stephen B. Franklin
Vice President for Faculty Affairs .......... Dr. Nagamangala K. Anand
Vice President for Government Relations .... Mr. Norman R. Garza, Jr.
Vice President for Human Resources and
Organizational Effectiveness .................. Mr. Damon Slaydon
Vice President for Operational Innovation .... Dr. Alan Šams
Vice President for Research (interim) ............. Dr. Jack G. Baldauf
Vice President for
Student Affairs .............................. Brigadier General Joe E. Ramirez, Jr. (Ret.)
Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs and
Interdisciplinary Initiatives (interim) ........ Dr. Patrick Louchouarn
Vice Provost of Undergraduate Studies (interim) ...... Dr. Ann L. Kenimer
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, Texas A&M University at
Galveston, and Associate Provost (interim) .... Dr. Antonietta S. Quigg
Commandant of the
Corps of Cadets (interim) ............... Colonel Byron F. Stebbins (Ret.)
Candidates for Commissions in
The Armed Forces of the United States

Colonel Byron F. Stebbins (Ret.)—Interim Commandant

United States Army
Colonel Blakeslee Connors—Professor of Military Science

Second Lieutenants, U.S. Army

Brent Stephen Adcock  
Nathaniel C. Ames  
Jack Anderson  
Bryce J. Brown  
Parker James Brown  
William Cordell Caudle  
Ashton Lee Cooksey  
Evan Christopher Dadey  
Jesse Steven Charles  
Dennis  
Devon Christopher Dolan  
Spencer A. France  
Justin D. Funk  
Michael Richard  
Granitham  
Erin Elizabeth Gustafson

Ryan Christopher Hane  
Caleb Stiles Harper  
Jonathan A. Itori  
Omar Jaimes  
Kyungmin Kim  
Amira Kim Lambertis  
Haein Lim  
William Reese Lindner  
Jared B. Lockhart  
Presley V. Luce  
Alondra Martinez  
Jacob Evan Mazow  
Bryson T. McDougall  
Logan Charles  
McNaughton  
Jacob David Mitchell

Daisy Montalvo  
Keilin R. Omara  
Matthew Pickett  
Bryce Armon Reed  
Zachary Steven Scott  
Parker R. Shuck  
Connor Michael Smythe  
Caleb P. Snow  
Eric R. Vaughn-Mathews  
Emma Leigh Vender  
Nathan Andrew Villemain  
Benjamin Vu  
Arthur Jacob Waltzman  
Preston Taylor Ward  
Noah E. Watkins

United States Navy
Colonel Michael Reilly—Professor of Naval Science

Ensigns, U.S. Navy

Anya Landingin Alecca  
Brian T. Barker  
Joshua R. Chapa  
Brendan S. Davies  
Corinna G. Edgar  
Daniel A. Farias  
Nicolas  
Feliciano-Gutierrez

Terwell C. Ford  
Shane Patrick Hadley  
Kirby John Heffernan  
Georgia Virginia Jones  
Brendan A. Mack  
Forrest C. Moses  
Brandon Michael Parrish  
Anthony Richard Roman

John Wayne Russell III  
Ryan Emily Spafford  
Wyatt S. Vance  
Levi James Volk

United States Marine Corps
Colonel Michael Reilly—Professor of Naval Science

Second Lieutenants, U.S. Marine Corps

Emerie Elizabeth Bailey  
Anthony Michael Berlinghoff  
Seth Lewis Dopp  
Autumn P. Finney  
Logan Patrick Fitzgerald  
Christian Ross Goodson  
Alexander R. Holden  
Brennon Matthew King  
Evan Sean Laengrich  
Cole Harmon McClain  
Dait Nathanael Miller

Richard Eric Petersen, Jr.  
Wayne D. Staub  
Daniel Alexander  
Valdelamar
United States Air Force
Colonel Sherri LeVan—Professor of Aerospace Studies
Second Lieutenants, U.S. Air Force

Sarah Denise Andruss
Samuel Peter Backlund
Genevieve N. Bernard
Paul Jacob Birmingham
Brenden William Bishop
Trent W. Bobbitt
Erik Alan Bohrnstedt
Holly Kaye Bruner
Hunter F. Cafiero
Casey T. Cardwell
Blake Alexander Cerney
Cameron P. Cruz
Hagan H. Dalton
Deziree Rene Dickey
Colin Wayne Foley
Michael N. Garner
Katelyn A. Gartrell
Gracie M. Grimm

Steven Michael
Heissenhuber
Mark D. Hill
Nathanael J. Hughes
Oscar Ibanez
Brandon T. Jones
Calvin William Kearney
Sean G. Kersch-Hamar
Ethan S. Kliwer
Michael Jacob Kuenzli
Ashwin Lal
Joshua D. Laurel
Hyun Ki David Lee
Jared Taylor Martens
Anthone James McCormick
Ryan Patrick Milligan
Jackson Patrick Nance
Ryan Caleb Reyes

Colton M. Roach
Braden Reese Sherwood
David Kent Smith
Zachary James Smith
Matthew Tristan Sotebier
Kathryne Nicole Speen
Luke M. Stotts
John Anthony Stressman
Matthew K. Swalhah
Kyle James Theule
Brock D. Thompson
Hayden Lane Turner
Jacob Alan Vincent
John Phillip Walker
Gabriel R. Weed
Michael R. Whittaker
Victoria E. Williams

United States Space Force
Colonel Sherri LeVan—Professor of Aerospace Studies
Second Lieutenants, U.S. Space Force

Dawson S. Friesenhahn
Mitchell Everette Garrett

Cooper Jackson Geier
Russell Lee Linnemeier
May 12, 2022
—10:00 a.m. Ceremony—

Candidates for Master’s and Baccalaureate Degrees

College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
College of Architecture

College of Agriculture and Life Sciences

Presented by Dr. Mary E. Bryk, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs

Department of Agricultural Economics

Master of Agribusiness

Agribusiness

Cassie L. Burnett
Jessica H. Carroll
Mark Hayden Harris
Hao Ju
William Eli Mcmullen III
Gouthami Nandhyala

Jiaming Qian
Twinkle Singh
Charles Maclane Suber
Alexandra Michelle
Van Ravenswaay

Master of Science

Agricultural Economics

Trevor Oran Martin

Bachelor of Science

Agribusiness

Alexi Faith Adam
Cade Nicholas Babin
Nathan Luke Betts
Andrew Edward Bos
Catherine Grace Bowden
Coleman Leif Buczo IV
Caleb Christopher Cantu
Logan James Caudill
Cara Lynn Citty
Joseph R. Cordova
Cierra Ashley Dickerson
Mark A. England

John Tyler Eppes
Cullen Harris Eppright
Leigh Kay Freeman
Rebecca J. Gonzalez
Janis Renee Greenwood
Justin David Harrell
Morgan Elizabeth Harris
Cason Tyler Hood
Maycee Dawn Howard
Logan Keith Jefferson
Katie Diane Jenkins
Jonathan Robert Kessler
Andrew Michael Kingsley  
Spencer Wayne Klatt  
Joshua George Klein  
Brady Lawrence Knebel  
Ryan E. Kyburz  
Parker Reed Lipperdt  
Kaelee Elyce Luther  
Andres Eduardo Marquina  
Jordan Elizabeth Michalak  
Kambrie Michelle Miller  
Angie Paige Morrow  
Emma Lynn Mosley  
Brett Samuel Mugavero  
Austin Christopher Nelson  
Richard Christopher Nelson  
Madison Quinn North  
Joseph Calder  
O’Connor Chamrad  
Efren Olalde  
Ashley Anne Oldham  
Riley Jack Pike  

McKenna Grace Reid  
Owen Wesley Robinson  
Angel Alejandro  
Rodriguez Ortiz  
Guillermo David Salinas  
Melvin R. Scherer IV  
Kendall Ann Schroder  
Grayson Stone Schwarz  
Stephen Daniel Segura  
Priyanka Sharma  
Samuel C. Sheppard  
Cameron Colby Smyth  
Madyson June Spence  
Trent M. Stolowski  
McKenna Lynn Swidersky  
Damon C. Vela  
Casey Lynn Warren  
Mitchell W. Watts  
Delaney A. Wood  
Carter Michael Yackel

Agricultural Economics

MacAlan Kim Amick  
Lainey Jo Arbogast  
Carlos Alfredo Atencio  
Morgan Janelle Bailey  
Macayla Anne Baker  
Nathan Dane Balcar  
Jonathan Macgregor Bargas  
Ellie Kate Barker  
Anthony Christopher Barrett  
Brandon Barron  
Madison Abigail Baugh  
Andrew Harris Beasley  
Carson Hawk Becker  
Danielle Ruth Bersche  
Bayard Burdette Bonar II  
Eric Michael Bordovsky  
Lukken Bradford  
Ryan Matthew Brasier  
Hannah Marie Brittain  
Noah Michael Brown  
Rowen Robert Brown  
Guadalupe Monique Cano  
Rene A. Castro  
Jake Ryan Chapman  
Joseph P. Cobb  
Braden Wayne Coleman  
Afton W. Compton  
Shyann Renae Coppens  
Christina M. Couperus  
Caleb W. Cowan  
Carlie A. Crenwelge  

Steven Dwayne Crider, Jr.  
Clayton Harrison Davis  
Cole Tucker Davis  
William H. Deal  
Patrick J. Dean  
Fausto Alberto Delgado II  
Anaissa Georgette Diaz  
John Lane Dickschat  
Tyler James Dudycha  
Cade Eric Emenheiser  
Cheyenne Sky Espinoza  
Bryce A. Farmer  
Bryce Burton Farmer  
Carlos A. Fernandez, Jr.  
Jackson Parrish Fitts  
Brandon Michael Fortner  
Zachary Jackson Frank  
Grant Jacob Friedman  
Collin Ramsey Froehlich  
Lauren Beaty Fulbright  
Marco L. Galgo  
Kameron Todd Gewin  
Alexis N. Ghormley  
Aaron Jay Gonzalez  
Vanessa Noemi Gonzalez  
Grey Scott Grote  
Michael Alexander Hale  
Hanna B. Haywood  
Braden Scott Hazelwood  
Michael Cole Heller  
Lawson D. Herman
Ryan Joseph Hettler
Colin Wayne Highfill
John Austin Hill
Edna Hinojosa
James Thomas Hodges V
Gunnar Chase Holcomb
Mason Edward Holland
Ryan Patrick Hotchkiss
Joe Guadalupe Huereque IV
Victor C. Huff IV
Bailey Anne Hunt
Brandi Paige Hunter
Morgan Jancifer Hutcherson
Mathew Alan Hutton
Cole William Jalufka
Sierra Gayle Jameson
Kelli K. Jones
Jakob Scot Juul
Andrew John Kennedy
Keegan P. Kittrell
Ian Tate Kloc
Bryce B. Klosterboer
Braylee Paige Koehl
CheyAnne Ellen Lamkin
Sadie Pristine Leblanc
Allison Lynann Lee
Blake Edward Leffingwell
Reed W. Lindner
Nathan Thomas Longoria
Clayton Murray Lopez
Sean Randale Lowe
Josue Saul Loyola
Kyle R. Ludwick
Bryce R. MacDougal
Cassie Marie Mallett
Zachary Austin Martinez
Cameron Lee Mayfield
Bilal Malik McClendon
Carter Trace McClendon
Haley Spencer McMillan
Michael Joseph Meneghetti
Tucker Maverick Millholland
Tanner Coy Miller
Robert William Montgomery
Cade Allen Moon
Abdul Rahman Moosani
Logan T. Mulloy
Robert Landon Munday
Joseph Nathan Navarro
Sage Riley Nell
Andrew Alonzo Newman
Thomas Elliott Newsom
Ryan Michael Nixon
Kelsey Nicole Olsen
Eduardo Olvera Zavala
Kaytlin Rose Ormiston
Logan Garland Owensby
Franklin Mark Pakes
Diego A. Patino
John D. Pedrotti
David Matthew Perches
Gilberto Montgomery Porras
Dylan Michael Potts
Baylee A. Priddy
David Bruce Purdy, Jr.
Christian Ramirez
Adrian Gregory Ranete
Lane A. Real
Trace Miller Riebesehl
Saul Romero
Carson Ray Rountree
Mateo Andries Salmeron
Christopher Ryan Sandoval
Luke A. Scoggin
Hunter Nolan Scott
Landry A. Seitz
Noah T. Sell
Kendyl N. Sellman
Benjamin Allen Shields
Matthew B. Silvey
Zachary Sean Slaven
Braxton John Smidovec
Drew Ian Smith
Kaitlin Renee Smith
Clayton Hicks Stratton
Graham Weston Sweatt
Bryce Jordan Talley
Bailey Diane Taylor
Ethan Roger Thom
Benjamin Keith Thomas
Kathryn G. Topel
Nicole Layne Vance
Sarah Jean Vinalon
Taylor Mckay Voss
Jake Edward Wahlenmaier
Reid A. Walinder
Matthew J. Wallace
Adin Cole Ward
Ashten Bailey Weatherly
Bryanne Marie Weathersby
Kathryn M. Weimer
Harrison Church Weyel
Michael Dean Williams
Colin Reid Wilson
Reid Lawrence Wilson
William M. Woods II
Corbyn Todd Wright
Department of Agricultural Leadership, Education, and Communications

Master of Agriculture

Agricultural Development

Tarah D’Ann Moore

Master of Science

Agricultural Leadership, Education, and Communications

David P. Coyle, Jr.  Blake-Ann Celeste Fritsch
Makayla Paige Cruz  Rachel Stoltzmann
Audrey Cerise De La Zerda  Lauren Alyse Zajicek

Bachelor of Science

Agricultural Communications and Journalism

Allison Lynn Bailey  Katherine Claire James
Lauren Nicole Beaty  Alexander Kelly
Lynda Irene Brock  Emily Allison Knight
Emily Anne Buckner  Alexis Mardell Lindemulder
Kyleigh Rae Burson  Taylor Rose Masson
Cheyenne L. Byrer  Kaitlyn Christine McCollum
Kathryn Elizabeth Callaghan  Emily Grace Myers
Madison Mae Cobb  Layne G. Myers
* Taylor Layne Couch  Amy Alyssa Neal
Jayton Michael De La Zerda  * Haylee Marie Nesbit
Vanessa Adelle Diaz  Alyssa Joy Oliver
Jayla Nicole Donnella  * Lani Renee Pieper
* Kennedy Ann Doskocil  Shea Ryan Potts
* Drew William Douglass  Macie Anne Scarborough
Karen Echeverria-Alexandre  Katherine Grace Scott
McKenna Lynn Gazzier  Shelby M. Smith
* Karli L. Geyer  Rebecca Jean Taylor
Erin C. Griffin  Brody Scott Thomas
Courtney Jo Griffith  Kennedy Drew Thompson
Spencer Lynne Guthrie  Larissa Villegas
* Brittney L. Haby  * Brooke E. Vyvlecka
* Rilee Nicole Hall  Andrea Grace Weesner
* Kennedy Marie Hassmann  Billie Lee Wells
Caroline Hadley Holmes  Jenna Marie Wheeler
Emily Elizabeth Hord  * Benjamin W. Whitaker
* Abigail Reagan Huie  Cydney Nicole Whiteus
* Katelyn E. Iselt  Kaylee C. Willmann

Agricultural Leadership and Development

Emily R. Brieno  Ashley Rae Byrom
Abigail Marie Brown  Kally Jo Felcman
Sara Elizabeth Bryant  Gianpaolo Joseph Garrone
Billy Dwayne Burch  Jewell Marie Glover

* Double Major
Montana Ray Grove
Bailey L. Gruber
Anna Nicole Guitguit
Samantha Paige Hess
Madison C. Jobb
Brennon Matthew King
Katelyn Melissa Kocman
Clayton Kuehn
Garrison Max Kutch
Clifton Paul Laywell
Avery Ryan May
Jarrod Braedon Metzgar
Grace Ferester Petty
Bryson James Pike

Stephen Jarret Raley
Sarah Emelia Richards
Jack R. Rivera
Ryland Anthony Rodriguez
Bryson Robert Rother
Mark F. Rust
Amelia Ruth Stavinoha
Erin Elaine Steglich
Kole Robert Stubblefield
Ty Garrison Sutton
John Carter Teague
Nicholas M. Valadez
Olivia Marie Ybarra

Agricultural Science
Nichole Marie Burton
Makenzie Marie Cegelski
December Lynn Colson
Samantha M. Ferrebee
Anissa Marie Garcia
Charles Logan Gilbert
Emily Hope Gwinn

Gracie Breann Hawkins
Emily Marie Joseph
Erica M. Pavliska
Cheyenne Marie Peters
Jordan Jacob Somervill
Clara Ann Steglich
Erin Elaine Steglich

University Studies
Piper Emily Brandenburger
Megan Carolyn Campagna
Cole Joseph Cavender
Brooklynn R. Chandler
Kaylie Madison Chauvin
Thomas A. Deeb
Deziree Rene Dickey
Bryson Reed Fleming
Ashley I. Galvan
Cade Clemson Garcia
Nicholas Elijah Garcia
Laura Lee Gunn
Jordan Meshell Hall
Brett A. Haugeberg
Jay R Krcmar
Malin Grace McCaskey
Sydney Ann McCloskey
Blake Charles McGraw

Abigail Lackenby Miller
Donna Joyce Naras
Hannah C. Neighbors
Cameron Jase Parker
Samantha Celeia Pistone
Nathan Troy Preston
Bryce Armon Reed
Marshall George Rosenberg, Jr.
Jillian H. Schreiber
Nycholas Gabriel Slater
Kyle Kaden Smitherman
Karleigh E. Stewart
Avery R. Sulak
Christopher John Thompson
Ricky Lee Waer
Teryn Walley
Jayden Timothy Weaver
Geoffrey W. Zimmerman

Department of Animal Science
Master of Agriculture
Animal Science

McKenlee Grace Herd
Lillian M. Kochevar
Laura K. Smith
Master of Science

Animal Science

Carsyn E. Burney
Shelley Annette Curry

Julia Marie Leise

Genetics

Dominique Alexandria Alvear

Bachelor of Science

Animal Science

* Erin Patricia Ahart
Hallie Shane Alvear
Payton Danay Aldrich
Brynden Steaphen Andrews
Dylan Shae Arrott
Lauren E. Aycock
Cassidy L. Bailey
Lauren Ann Black
Suzanna Grace Borchgardt
Briana M. Borgers
Maria Camila Brigante
Lauren Victoria Brivio
Elizabeth Lee Bryan
Rayvin K. Burget
Michael Richard Butts
Ashlee Marie Carley
Christopher Ben Childress
Grace Elizabeth Chudy
Kara Ann Cloud
Jose Contreras
Caitlyn Mackenzie Cooper
Diego Louis Coronado
Andrea Del Mar Cortez
Hailey Suzanne Crumpler
Eva M. Cruz
Hannah Jean Czerminski
Taylor Anne Davis
Saira Judith De Anda Hernandez
Abigail Joy Dobbs
Katelyn M. Dockall
Lindsay Elizabeth Docken
Hudson Ross Driggs
Destiny Ann Dugas
Lauren T. Dujka
Paige Marie Dupin
Janelle A. Durant Hooker
Paige B. Eads
Meredith A. Ecord
Emily Ann Eindorf
Camryn Rylee Ennis

Luis D. Erazo
Will Ryan Faust
Kayla Gail Ferraro
Madeleine G. Flanders
Michaela N. Fleming
Gabriela Elizabeth Flores
Johnaddison Mancillas Flores
Alyson B. Fontenot
Grace Analynn Foster
Ethan Edward Fronefield
Maria Renee Fuentes Ayala
Ashley Kristine Fuqua
Madison Lynn Gagneaux
Meagan Nicole Gallin
Cassandra Marie Geiser
Taylor A. Gilstrap
Tara M. Glasscock
Stephanie Gomez
Rebecca Nicole Gonzalez
Lily Danielle Grajeda
Madilyn Claire Grams
Chrystyna Nichole Green
Sierra Nicole Grucella
Davian Delmio Guerra
Tyler Kade Handley
Zachary Trent Harbers
Makenna E. Hawkins
Nathaniel James Haynes
Josie D. Helfin
Anna K. Hernandez
Jesus A. Hernandez
Kyle Sterling Herron
Amy Lin Hessler
Caitlin Elaine Hiegel
Raegan N. Hoge
Juliet Sunny Horky
Hannah C. Hughes
Nathanael J. Hughes
Samantha Rae Hughes
Lindsey R. Hutton

* Double Major
Jada E. Iglehart  
Emily Marie Jirka  
Nicole Barbara Jones  
Katlyn Leigh Jumper  
Amber Ann Kashin  
John Thomas Kelley  
Laurel Susan Kelley  
Neely Jeane Kirkland  
Caleb Tate Kott  
* Zakary B. Kwiatkowski  
Jenna L. Le Blanc  
Emme Duyen Le  
Hewson Thanh Le  
Min-Jung Lee  
Victoria Angelica Lee  
Carli M. Lefeuvre  
Braden Hayes Levick  
Hanna B. Lisenbe  
Kayla Marie Malatek  
Kindall P. Manning  
Jordan R. Marek  
Aubree Elizabeth McMahon  
Jacob Griffin McMahon  
Jack Harper Melson  
Kagan Fay Migl  
Cailey Alaine Miller  
Sarina Marie Mims  
Edgar A. Montoya  
Brady R. Moon  
Bridget Catherine Moore  
Sarah Anne Moore  
Meagan Irene Morand  
Denise Moreno  
Cassandra Kay Mrazek  
Anne Chiara Neufeld Furstenau  
Katherine Anne Nissen  
Laurny Denee Nobles  
Zachary R. Patty  
Lauren Rae Pavel  
Kyle Y. Pettus  
Haley Elisabeth Phillips  
Sterling Elizabeth Pieniazek  
Tatiana Monique Pinkins  
Jessica Kate Porter  
Ashtyn Rose Portie  
Claire Jane Preston  
Cassidy Anne Proffitt  
Bryan R. Reagan  
Arlie Danielle Reeves  
Kinze B. Reich  
Leonardo Reyna  
Madeline Nicole Robertson  
Katelyn R. Rodriguez  
Katarina Elizabeth Rueda  
Jamie L. Sahlberg  
Janelle Jolynn Saldana  
Ty H. Salisbury  
Jacob Andrew Schneider  
Meghann E. Schneider  
Warner Alan Seidel  
Isabelle Katherine Sheehy  
Alison Skordinski  
Cheyenne Renee Slaughter  
Viviana E. Soto  
Jessica Layne Spenrath  
Sydney L. Stephens  
Katherine N. Stobaugh  
Taylor Nicole Stout  
Reed Allen Sultemeier  
Bailey M. Thorin  
Sarah Renee Tisdel  
Rachel C. Tourangeau  
Cade Garrett Tyra  
Charisse Alea Ursin  
Brent Colby Vacek  
Brooke Renee Vandenbergh  
Hans-Frederik Von Lillienskjold  
Morgan Brianna Waldron  
Mikayla Paige Walla  
Taylor Raye Ward  
Lillian Frances Washburn  
Ashley E. Washington  
Kalyn D. Watt  
Brady D. Welch  
* Britni Michelle Wells  
Katelynn Michelle White  
Lauren Grace White  
Adaje Nirelle Williams  
Victoria E. Williams  
Collin Wade Wilson  
Audrey Kathleen Woods  
Emily Ann Wylie  
Sean Weston Young  
Kaylie Lynn Zapalac

Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics

Master of Science

Biochemistry

Christopher Zachary Garcia, Jr.

* Double Major
Bachelor of Science

Biochemistry

Marcos T. Aleman
Maria Simona Antonescu
Asyifa Puti Arcandra
* Natalia B. Ayala
Michael Nabil Bakhoum
John R. Chainaranont
* Michael Chang
Moulay Ismael Cherif Zaitouni
Caroline Jennifer Cushman
* Dang H. Dang
Jonathan Dao
Kaylyn Yen Dinh
Shannon Nicole Engle
Evan A. Farkas
Jose L. Flores
Alison Adela Gonzalez Guerrero
Jitendra Kamlesh Gudlavalleti
Ariana D. Harding
Younghee Grace Jeon
Chandler W. Kassel

* Alyssa S. Low
Noorulain Mehr Malik
* John Morgan Marmion
Alison C. Moore
* Mallory Alexander Moorefield
Rohini R. Morey
Guillermo I. Peralta
* Logan Mitchell Rivera
Courtney Nemecia Roberts
Madison R. Scott
Deanna Marie Smith
Parker David Smith
* Teresa Elizabeth Sullivan
* Mike Alain Tenie-Kengmeni
Michael Teve
Aygun Teymur
Cameron Cooper Thieme
Aaron C. Trevino
Demi K. Waworuntu

Genetics

Weston J. Aymond
Austin T. Daigle
Rachel Marie Eckrote
Salvador Fernandez, Jr.
Rebecca Michelle Filippi
Lauren Rae Gladwell
Sarah M. Gonzalez
Cecelia Marie Hambleton
Samantha Lynn Higgins

Meghan Annikka Larson
Sankirthana S. Malireddy
Ian P. O’Keefe
John T. Olney
Janki Vipul Patel
Anusha Rajbhandari
Abigail Lauren Riley
Sarah Song
Morgan Ashley Tunstall

Department of Biological and Agricultural Engineering

Master of Science

Agricultural Systems Management

Jose Francisco Lopez Arteaga

Bachelor of Science

Agricultural Systems Management

Trent W. Bobbitt
Alejandro Daniel Garcia
Gabriel Garcia
George Matthew Gonzalez
Joseph T. Grimm

Jase Hugo Hollas
Tyler Allan Houston
Garrett Michael Janek
Zachary Tyler Jett
James H. Kenesson

* Double Major
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elizabeth Lorenzo</th>
<th>Cody Christopher Rakowicz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jacob David Minks</td>
<td>Neilon Paul Reitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob David Mitchell</td>
<td>Daylan L. Schulz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cort Randall Morris</td>
<td>Lucas Phillip Steinkamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Robert Petermann</td>
<td>Reagan Lee Stephenson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis Wayne Psencik</td>
<td>Randon Garrett Whitsitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Quintanilla III</td>
<td>Shelby Jean Witte</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Department of Ecology and Conservation Biology**

**Master of Science**

**Ecology and Conservation Biology**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Michael Gordon Behrendt</th>
<th>Hayden Clay Roberts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Chase Castro</td>
<td>Alan Maurice Romero, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Liska Fowler</td>
<td>Sara C. Stearns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jake Michael Hafermalz</td>
<td>Blaine Alan Suehs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaine Elizabeth Kelley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bachelor of Science**

**Ecological Restoration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zach Tarek Mansour</th>
<th>Wyatt Holton Rankin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chase Hunter Murphy</td>
<td>Shawn Seiei Shiotari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Eve O’Dell</td>
<td>Jaxon Monroe Tucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Sadie K. Preece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Forestry**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mitchell Ray Fitzhenry, Jr.</th>
<th>Tadd Edward Mitchell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bethany Hope Freeman</td>
<td>Brooke Danielle Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Chancey Taylor Glenn</td>
<td>Olivia Jean Orozco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hector Adrian Marines-Chio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Renewable Natural Resources**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Garrett J. Clark</th>
<th>Kasey L. Norton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Grasty Crews III</td>
<td>Keily Itzel Pineda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andres Curiel</td>
<td>Michael S. Weinstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter Warren Davis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Spatial Sciences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elizabeth Marie Pena</th>
<th>Hunter R. Wyssbrod</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Double Major*
Department of Entomology
Bachelor of Science
Entomology
Sadie E. Arguello  William Marshall Sullivan
Felicitas Corro Alonzo  Dawson N. Tidwell
Michael Andrew Forgione III  Alex J. Watros
Sabrina Rose Lancaster  Hannah Elizabeth Welch
Matthew Alexander Martinez  Evanna Maxine Williams
Jarod L. Perez  Elise Brooke Woodruff

Forensic and Investigative Sciences
Jason D. Brady  Claire E. Hennings
* Erin Deanne Brownfield  Isaac Daniel Juarez
Sarah Ann Clamp  Andrew L. Lau
Avery Mae Clark  * Danielle Lynn Long
Hannah M. Costar  Carter James McMahan
Carolina M. Couch  Emily N. Pham
Dayana Lissett Cruz  Michaela DeeAnn Reiss
Abigail A. Drago  * Lacey K. Restemyer
Emily Grace Erwin  Carly Ann Reston
Emily Christine Estes  Shivani Saravanan
Caroline J. Fay  Sierra Riley South
Daniela N. Garcia  Madeline G. Tibbs
Leslie Garcia  Jessica Uriostigui
Emma V. Garza  William Grant Walford
Steven Michael Graham  Colton W. Willow
Chesney B. Halsey

Department of Food Science and Technology
Bachelor of Science
Food Science and Technology
Brook Lauryl Galey  Jacob Riley Webster-Jones
Bethany Faith Gawalis  Carly Nicole Young
Paloma Aime Hernandez  Kelly Marie Young
Amelia R. Kuykendall  Monica Zaeim
Daniela Alejandra  Stark Gonzalez

Food Systems Industry Management
Gabriela Haro  Maria F. Trevino
Helen Hernandez

* Double Major
Department of Horticultural Sciences

Master of Agriculture
Horticulture
Sarah Cheyenne Griffin

Master of Science
Horticulture
Kishan Biradar
Mason Lynn Marshall
Leonard Frank Rotter III

Bachelor of Arts
Horticulture
Josey Lynn Darby

Bachelor of Science
Horticulture
George Arthur Aguilera
Chi Hong Banh
Allie N. Becker
Macy Marie Boegner
*Lillian Estelle Bomberg
Sierra Alyssa Galaviz
Michael Nicholas Graham III
Cameron Jariel Grant
Ellen Elise Ihnen
Addie Beth Kirkpatrick
Daniel Moamenze Kwaw
Justin Everett Leach
Daniel Liu
Kellen C. McCauley
Sarah E. McCormick
Robert Harrison New
Samantha Nicole Oceguera
Cameron B. Roesler
Hailey Ann Schonefeld
*Zachary Scott Simpson
Taylor Paige Swoboda
Grant B. Taylor
Anna Elizabeth Trushenski
Hannah Abigail Tullis
Jackson R. Whatley

Department of Nutrition

Master of Science
Nutrition
Melanie Mascorro

Aaron Patrick Shipp

* Double Major
Bachelor of Science

Nutrition

Andrew Taeho Ahn
Austin Thorne Bond
Andrea Psalm Borden
Margaret Peyton Brooks
Abigail M. Buchanan
Rebecca Elizabeth Buckner
Kenna Lea Burke
Hannah B. Burkholder
Oyinkansola M. Busari
Margaret P. Camele
Stephanie C. Castillo
Alexandra Chcheng
Mykel Anthony Colbert
Addison McClay Cook
Hannah Nicole Cozby-Cornwell
Marisa A. Cuevas
Elizabeth A. Culpepper
Sarah Lillian Deardorff
Aimee Andreina Diaz
Alyssa Michelle Floyd
Ashley A. Giron
Camille C. Giuffre
Daniel Devon Green-Moore
Payton Blair Hanks
Sarah Amelia Hatten
Breanna I. Ho
Natalya L. Holtz
Caly Jo Holyfield
Bentley Nichelle House
Isabella Marie Houston
Jonathan Franklin Hunter
Colton Ray Jakubisin
Camryn D. Johnston
Hayeon Kim
Abby Adelle Klatt
Anuhya S. Kotta
Sarah Roxanne Ladwig
Samuel Keum Lim
Sarah Elizabeth Lipe
Brittany Grace Lively
Evan Kienthanh Lu
Conner Everett Lucas
Jasmine Malhotra
Kathryn Lee McCary
Claire Rose McGinnis
Lexie Erin McGrievy
Abby Elizabeth McKaskle
Adelaide A. Meier
Claire Marie Miller
Madison Gail Montgomery
Tolulope O. Ojo
Laura B. Pellacani
Emily Nicole Perry
Kaceya A. Pritts
Justin Bryan Rebollos
Grace J. Redding
Abigail Lynn Reeves
Georgia Grace Riley
Cynthia Pilar Rodriguez
Meredith Emily Rodriguez
Reagan Elizabeth Rolston
Mikal Soo Ross
Denise Rusu
Matthew David Salinas
Karina Elizabeth Santos
Jaden M. Satterlee
Paige Nicole Schultz
Evelyn Jeane Selz
Emalee Ann Shearer
Michelle Caroline Shields
Hannah Taylor Simonds
Spencer Alexander Simons
Erik Solorzano
Patrick Ryan Stokes
Milah P. Stoneham
Sarib M. Sultan
Mallory Grace Talbert
Mary Elise Townsend
Madeline Claire Turner
Sara A. Vogel
Grant Reece Watson
Riley Kate Watson
Haley Ann Willard
Jacob James Wilson
Sydney Michelle Wright
Alexis Nicole Wyrick
Camryn Rebecca Young
Isabella Grace Young
Micah A. Zimmerer
Paige Elizabeth Zulauf
Department of Plant Pathology and Microbiology

Bachelor of Science

Bioenvironmental Sciences

Sara Basurto
Elizabeth Bautista-Sanchez
Miles Owen Berthelot
Nicole Lillian Chacon
* Alexandra Nicole Crowder
Ryan M. DeFily
Taylor R. Dubose
Emily H. Fonken
Xavier William Gil
Raquel N. Giron
Ryan Steven Grychka
David Owen Hahn
Caroline Hope Hancock
* Zahra Hasan
Shruti Machiraju
Margaret L. Marlino
Caitlin Elizabeth McKneely
Connor James McNamara

Kristalyn Paige Nance
Brian Matthew Neal
Abiola C. Obawemimo
Edward Joseph Pina
Anna S. Roach
Lydia F. Salsbury
Jimi Ellen Savage
Cierra Nicole Smalley
Trinity K. Tang
Morgan N. Tate
Katie Elizabeth Toomey
Cade Michael Ubernosky
Jonathan Alan Wagner
Brandon James Wiesinger
Kailey Nicole Wilkin
Cherie Yi
Mahima Gopal Yogesh

Environmental Studies

Giovanna J. Chevez
Camilla Paula De La Garza
Campbell Pierce Hotchkiss

Dominique Danielle Peralez
Ivan Andres Sierra
Jakob Bradley Trojan

University Studies

Nikolas G. Stathopoulos

Department of Poultry Science

Master of Agriculture

Poultry Science

Shannon Marie Gibbs

Master of Science

Poultry Science

Alfred Trey Dimas

* Double Major
Bachelor of Science

Poultry Science

Molly Elizabeth Adams
Karson Irwin Battarbee
Hayden R. Biddle
Sydney Jordan Clark
Gracen A. Dach
Haley Jean Davis
Amber Mckenzie Edge
* Kayleigh Marisa Farias
Paris J. Frere
Grace Elizabeth Garcia
Carson James Glover
Taylor A. Goepppinger
Charlsie Len Harris
Julia E. Hennenke
Emily Denise Hoelewyn
Logan J. Holloway

Kendall Makae Hopcus
Thomas James Hopkins
Emily J. Jiral
Spencer K. Johnson
Haley Jane Klar
Abbigail Lena LeBlanc
Derek K. Mayhugh
Jace Cameron Pawelek
Katherine Dawn Ratliff
* Jose Andres Reyes Perez
* Elizabeth Dawn Schultz
Michael Eric Shields
Landi Dawn Shipper
Mason Robert Steele
Clayton Michael Vacek
Sarah Elizabeth Young

Department of Rangeland, Wildlife and Fisheries Management

Master of Natural Resources Development

Natural Resources Development

Forrest Henry Cobb
Kaitlyn Marie Skinner

Master of Science

Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences

Allison Aleene Pullin

Master of Wildlife Science

Wildlife Science

Jessica Margaret Boyle
Jeremy Victor Jordan

Jake T. Kindle
Adriana M. Ricks Putman

Bachelor of Science

Rangeland Ecology and Management

Laramie Dalton Cass
Stephen R. Fuqua
Shanna R. Gleason
Covy G. Harper
Michael Ryan Jozwiak
Blane Garrett Karnauch
Daphne D. Kast
Weston A. Lilie
Dawson Paul Lowry

Abraham Orozco
Richard Eric Petersen, Jr.
Michael Ray Rodriguez
Andrew Paul Sharrick
Connor James Simpson
Nathan Andrew Villemain
Preston Weise
Wyatt E. Young

* Double Major
Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences

Wesley Allen Arend
Austin Armagost
Amanda B. Bisce
Lillian G. Bloxom
Cy V. Brooks
Kaitlyn Leanne Caddell
Tatyana Maria Canales
Joshua Phillip Heraldo Carlos
Maria Cristina Castillo
Isabel Sylvie Colhoun
Cade Mathis Cottar
Blake Montgomery Anderson
Creasser
Shelby P. Crosby
Kiley D. Cruse
Haley Nicole Ellis
Nyka Antalya Erickson
Skye A. Evans
Ellie M. Hajovsky
Jake T. Hanes
Andrew E. Hanna
Mark Dezra Harris, Jr.
Scott Richard Heller
Maegan Brooke Herring
Carson Robin Hood
Justin Wayne Hoover
Douglas R. Janes, Jr.
Chris Anthony Kubeczka
Mathilde Laurence Marie Le Bon
Lydia Clara Lerma
Faith M. Leyva
Haleigh Makayl Lipko
Taylor Evelyn Lopez
Grant T. Maresh
James Daniel Meneses
Amanda G. Moehring
Meredith Camille Moore
Alexis Mora
Nicholas Chen Morris
Kord D. Northcut
Lisa Oesterman
Rachel Claire Patterson
Andrew J. Pickard
Teag Stanley Porter
Divya B. Raja
Ricardo Martin Ramos
Earl Jaime Rangel, Jr.
Payton E. Reese
Abigale Bernadette Roelke
Celena Renee Romero
Sierra Morgan Salinas
Tyler Michael Scott
Layne A. Scroggs
Benny A. Sepulveda
Abigail Serna
Katy L. Smith
Tyler Michael Scott
Austin Christopher Snyder
Diane Solis
Sara D. Spencer
Blake Hailey Stanley
Danyell Josephine Stoerger
Cody C. Stricker
T’Asia Camry Chenelle Thicklin
Alexander Peter Tijerina
Ashley Valery Torres
Daisy Trevino
Jared C. Tu
Hannah Grace Vandermeer
Helen C. Vasquez
Abigail Williams

Department of Recreation, Park and Tourism Sciences

Master of Recreation and Youth Development

Recreation and Youth Development

Sydney-Anne Cottrell
Dylan Forest Wimer

Master of Science

Recreation, Park and Tourism Sciences

Daniela Marie Berry
Leanne K. Pollock
Allison Ginny Drabek
Rachel Katherine Weiss
Ann-Marie Denys Haley
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**Bachelor of Science**

**Recreation, Park and Tourism Sciences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deena Marie Bertucci</td>
<td>Haley L. Iles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailey Elizabeth Bishop</td>
<td>Riley Ann Jansky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Elizabeth Brothers</td>
<td>Sydney Elane Jenkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avery Jessica Button</td>
<td>Lauren Regina LeCroy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abby Mae Celcila</td>
<td>Justin J. Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Ruth Christy</td>
<td>Allison Kinsey Marlett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evelyn Audrey Clark</td>
<td>Trevor James Matthews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Fairlee Cole</td>
<td>Blaire Ellie McBeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Reece Collazo</td>
<td>Hannah Moninger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayley D. Coltharp</td>
<td>Ana A. Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Elizabeth Darden</td>
<td>Brooke R. Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen J. Demny</td>
<td>Taylor Ann Newton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William B. Easterling</td>
<td>Javier Orta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Walker Ermis</td>
<td>Kit Russell Patterson II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Andrew Fenner</td>
<td>Marissa G. Ramsey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payton Fowler</td>
<td>Jansen LeighAnn Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan H. Gibson</td>
<td>Emma Bailey Silket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomas Scott Giraldo</td>
<td>Natalie Marie Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleb J. Gomez</td>
<td>Christine Catherine Steck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Ruth Graham</td>
<td>Molly E. Talbott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Grace Grant</td>
<td>Katie Elizabeth Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Anne Hanks</td>
<td>Abigail Elaine Turney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Joseph Hans</td>
<td>Jocelyn Vanessa Vasquez-Cabrera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan Taylor Hawes</td>
<td>Jordan G. Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte Marie Herling</td>
<td>Samantha Leeann Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Alan Hester</td>
<td>Emmanuel Yeboah</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Department of Soil and Crop Sciences**

**Master of Science**

**Agronomy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bala Ram Sapkota</td>
<td>Braden S. Tondre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Plant Breeding**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aya H. Bridgeland</td>
<td>Nicholas Robert Shepard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Anne Shawgo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Soil Science**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annalee Carol Epps</td>
<td>Nicole Marie Shigley</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bachelor of Science

Plant and Environmental Soil Science

Steven Henry Accrocco
Grace Michiko Bodine
Steven L. Botello
Jaycie M. Braune
Cameron Chase Colvin
Eduardo Jose De La Garza
Koehler J. Doucette
Keaton Malachi Emerson
Lane Charles Grymes
Hanna Arijia Insley
Mackenzie Reagan Jeter
Kurt Louis Korenek
Ty Edward Korenek
Ariana Jolie Lazo
Jessica R. Loera
Andrew Jacob McFarland
Christopher S. O’Brien
Cosme Allan Rodriguez
Brody James Schmalriede
Andrew A. Stolte
Kathryn Lea Watkins

Turfgrass Science

Aaron Glenn Cormier
Ty Brooks Riley

College of Architecture

Presented by Dr. Patrick C. Suermann, Acting Dean

Bachelor of Science

University Studies

Brittany Sue Albritton
Devin A. Alvarado
Moises Armijo
Zachary Walters Baker
Tanner T. Bernal
Jonah Michael Bocanegra
Dustin J. Cass
Logan Richard Cegelski
Shelby Nicole Clark
Barton C. Clement
Matthew R. Cline
Alexis Contreras
Zakariah R. Contreras
James A. Cuevas
Sarah Grace Cummins
William C. Dallenbach
Stephanie Charnell Davis
Meredith Lynn Debner
Nathan Richard Diener
Brett Isaac Forland
Landen Kennedy Frazier
Cameron Blake Frederick
Ashley Elizabeth George
Logan Grace Gully
Wilinia Christina Hamilton
Robert James Hammang II
Coy Mathew Heinrich
Garrett D. Hoelscher
Payton S. Hoover
Kaitlin Belle Jarman
David J. Joe
Garrett James Kardosz
Jarek Wade Kenjura
Dylan G. Kirkland
Aaron Paul Leventis
Austin Allen Lewis
Jace Logan Lightfoot
Miguel A. Lozano
Stian Nikolai Mantor
Jessica Lee Marcus
Francisco Martinez, Jr.
Alexis Mesino Campos
Jordyn Nicole Miller
Landon Michael Newell
Reese A. Olfers
James C. Reber
Anna Kathleen Rentz
Jesus Rico
Isabella Carmen Rivera
Peyton Daniel Roberts
Roxanne Marie Robledo
Maya E. Rodriguez
Victoria Ester Rodríguez
Sydney Morgan Rosenberg
Samantha Ruth Scott
Christopher Alex Sedillo
Grayson Asher Siske
Alyssa Marlette Spiteri
Sydney Ellen Stansbury
Makenna Denay Stringfellow
Harrison Lawrence Tate
David Russell Thompson II
Abigale G. Timmerman
Victor Torres III
Enrique Tristan
Hallie Elise Walker
Reed Madison Way
Erin Elizabeth Wick
Julia Ann Wilkinson
Christian Michael Williams

Department of Architecture

Master of Architecture

Architecture

Ernesto Alviso Rodriguez V
Andrea Valentina Aponte
Joshua Kenyon Brown
Logan Carlton Burke
Ty Daniel Claussen
Ricardo Gabriel De La Garza
Zachary H. Fears
Katelyn Childs Finn
Chandler Elizabeth Fleming
Kyle Donovan Gage
Peter Benton Grant
Nancy Y. Guerrero
Monet Denise Hall
Jared Bailey Kotzur
Christine Lee Miterko
Sophia Shirazawa Novak
Karla P. Padilla
Katie Jean Ridlen
Luis R. Rodriguez
Zachary Charles Rowley
Ian Lestat Saenz
Blakely Yvette St. Laurent
Ashleigh Michele Thoele
Kaitlyn Alexis Vavrecka
Lauren Rebecca White
John Kenneth Willis

Bachelor of Environmental Design

Environmental Design Architectural Studies

Preston Reid Baird
Darielle V. Barrera
Kalle Alice Orleans Bentson
Max Edward Binion
Kathryn Emerson Black
Shane J. Bugni
Jack M. Chatelle
John G. Darwin
Emanuel Diaz-Suarez
Shelbye E. Doyen
Virgilio A. Duarte
Sergio D. Espinoza
Julia G. Evans
Alissa M. Flores
Jesus Manuel Frias
Logan N. Froebel
Olivia C. Garza
Abigail Paige Gleinser
Jeremy Alexander Grail
Melanie Guerrero
Stormy Quade Hall
George R. Hass
Alberto Ibarra
Ryan Matthew Jacovetty
Carmen Isela Jimenez
Evans A. Kennedy
Lane Ashley Kuykendall
Hannah Grace Lansford
Maggie A. Martin
Thomas Patrick McCormick
Matthew Thomas McLendon
Lauren E. Melancon
Josue D. Pisors
Stefany Rodriguez
Andrew Salinas
Elizabeth Camille Scamardo
Sahil P. Shah
Abigail Claire Steudtner

Sawyer Sims Tirey
Sarah Su Yun Whang
Robert C. Williams

Department of Construction Science

Master of Science

Construction Management

Selene Alaffa
Abhit Amol Borkar
Alfredo Cabrera
Gerardo Castro, Jr.
Pooria Golestanirad
Omid Haghighi
Steven Winn Hong
Siddhant Jain
Hardik Jitendra Kasar
Nghi Gia Lau
Sai Sanjay Mallareddy

Adam Nicholas Mayer
Arianna Clarissa Montes
Natalie L. Mueller
John Seok Oh
Abhijit Janakbhai Patel
Anjari Patra
Meeranali Muntyajali Saiyad
Ryan C. Talley
Chun Fong Wong
Carlos Ignacio Zarate, Jr.

Bachelor of Science

Construction Science

Matthew Knight Abernathy
Hayden K. Abrevaya
Jonathan Alvarez
Richard Paul Anderson
Martin Alexander Arellano
Roberto Aviles, Jr.
Matthew Hunter Bailey
Alexander Kaikala Beamer
Hunter Ty Becton
Luke Joseph Benignus
Jacob Tyler Bobbitt
Reynaldo Tomas Bonilla
Dorian Gage Bonner
Brant Edwin Bowers
James William Stephen Brown III
Tyler Douglas Bulthuis
Brendon B. Burgess
Asa Christian Cable
Matthew Robert Canales
Bryan Axel Carbajal Roman, Sr.
James Nicholas Chirdo
Joshua Timothy Christon
Alexander K. Chung
Nicholas Eugene Cisneros
Patrick Leon Clouston
Garrett Ray Coles
Garrett C. Cox

Keller Thomas Cox
Erick Cruz
Bradley Allen Dawson
Geronimo A. De La Cruz
James Patrick Denton
Ryan Charles Dooley
Adam Lee Dormeier
Kyler Kordell Drake
Thomas Key Dube
Elijah Bryan Eason
Bryce Michael Erwin
Mariela Isabel Escamilla
Angel A. Esparza
Christopher Facundo, Jr.
Carter Clifford Fancher
Adam Michael Fawcett
Campbell Jackson Fletcher
Ronaldo Flores
Tanner Nickolas Frazier
Austin Dwayne Froehlich
Raul Fuentes, Jr.
Horacio Garcia, Jr.
Isaac Y. Garcia
Dylan Michael Glass
Kyle D. Gonsalvez
David Gonzalez
Homero Gonzalez III
Department of Landscape Architecture and Urban Planning

Master of Land and Property Development

Land and Property Development

Ethan J. Brisby
Isaiah Yang Lee
Lianzheng Luo
Connor John Maloney
Dominic Leo Neameyer

Jackeline Andrea Ramirez
Samuel James Sandell
Michael Price Turzillo
Melissa Marie Ussery

Master of Landscape Architecture

Landscape Architecture

Samuel Hendrick Alvarez
Quanli Du
Xiaoyu Li
Xiaowen Lin

Theresa Ann Menotti
Abimbola Adetokunbo Olorode
Jingxi Peng
Tianyi Wang

Master of Urban Planning

Urban and Regional Planning

Jarrod Ivan Butts
Robert M. Cantu
Citlali Guadalupe Castro
Elizabeth Dawn Espinoza
Adolfo Gonzalez
Christian Wallace Heinemann
Xinke Huang
Flavia Nicole Lopez
Leonardo Alonso Martinez

Ariane Darling P. Gaspar
Sara Kellie Prybutok
Daisy Romero
Kaela Alexandra Sharp
Chad B. Southerland
Wesley Elbridge Sprott
Anthony Lee Trefny
Carly Ann Venditti

Bachelor of Landscape Architecture

Landscape Architecture

Sarah Abdulrahman A Alyousef
Brian Browning Arabie
Austin Taylor Bartula
Davis C. Bednorz
Evon Conrad Burson
Justin K. Carver
Andrew Watson Doerge
Roger Dwayne Hill II
Ashley Nicole Hodde
Shelby G. Horton
Jordan Kelley Huntley

Paige Michelle Langum
Reiss Ann Pleasant
Katelyn Michelle Robeson
Joelle Elizabeth Mae Sanders
Walter Ademir Segovia Martinez
Alija Sharma
Madeleine Renee Shay
Matthew Gregory Teague
Sergio Torres-Fuentes
Alexandra Victoria Welsh
Bachelor of Science

Urban and Regional Planning

Natalia Alexis Andrade
James Turner Austin
Cole W. Bakley
John Patrick Bare
Amy Rose Barthelemy
Thomas M. Coon
Colin M. Davidson
Travis G. Dixon
Jackson Ragle Hatcher
Michael Ryan Janik
James Dunlap Latimer IV
Denny Le

Department of Visualization

Master of Science

Visualization

John Garvin Beltz
Hannah Renee Doncov
Anthony Michael Henderson
Jason Zhen Bahn Lee

Bachelor of Science

Visualization

Alondra Giselle Alanis
Sergio Alonzo Macias
Allison E. Andrews
Alexandria Nicole Babineaux
Benjamin Lucas Bailey
Kirk Donavon Bailey-Lopez
Evan Taylor Balster
Anna Kathryn Berry
Esther Cho
Cheryl Sandia Cruz
Alyssa Nichole Curran
Daniela De La Garza Martinez
Logan Michael Diebold
Aaron T. Drew
Jonathan A. Figueroa
Triniti Jean Fisher
Brooke Alexis Floyd
Andrea Garcia
Madison Paige Garza
Briana Sofia Ginorio
Amanda Nicole Golla
Elizabeth Patricia Elida Gracia

Gregory Shane LeBlanc
Matthew M. Lilly
Grace Elizabeth Lipetska
Mykayla Louise Marek
Marshall Brandon Martin
Ethan Francis Miller
Ariel Leigh Ann Morin
Adrian Melendez Rodriguez
Chandler Garrett Rowe
Lauren Marie Schleinat
Kaitlyn Nichole Willbern

Sierra Dawn Richardson
Motahareh Shafiei Fard
Kayla M. Smith
Jolena Yao

Katie L. Griffith
Magnus Alveid Haarseth
Karime Hernandez
Zachary Edward Hillard
Erin R. Jarrett
Sarah B. Jecker
Noel Marcelle Indiana Jones
Haylea C. Keith
Sean D. Kerrigan
Cole L. Laberge
James Kijoon Lim
Caysey Annette Mackey
Andrew D. Mahoney
Madeline Kate McDougald
Jonathan Paul McMahan
Caleb Nathaniel Meine
Margaret Marie Myers
Rachel E. Nelson
Montserrat Patino
Victor Lorenzo Rocha-Rojas
Daniella Rodriguez Pena
Audrey Sanger Ryden
May 12, 2022
—4:00 p.m. Ceremony—

Candidates for Master’s and Baccalaureate Degrees

Mays Business School
School of Public Health

Mays Business School

Presented by Dr. R. Duane Ireland, Interim Dean

Master of Business Administration

Business Administration

Andrew Jonathan Ace
Gary Earl Alfred II
Ryan Daniel Armstrong
Daniel Lee Avant
Mark Austin Bailes
Andrew F. Benak
Ulises Bernardotti
Amber Renee Birkby
Barmak Biroun
Carlos Blanchard
Nicholas Logan Boyes
Gloria Waikan Cheng
William Edward Coffman
Madeline Catherine Cook
Juan Carlos Cordova, Jr.
Kevin Michael Daniels
Jonathan Paul Dickson
Noemy Diosdado
Gary Kent Doerries, Jr.
Aaron Joseph Doucet
Michael C. Dowdy
Christine M. Dubberke
Mohamed Elmowafy
Michael Tully Enloe
Robert Lee Eschenburg IV
Andrew Evan Escobedo
Guido Herman Flores Celi
Jorge Ricardo Flores
Yusef Wesley France
Juan Manuel Gamez
Kurt Christopher Gerken V
Jeremy Y. Goh
Sean Patrick Grimes

Mark Hamrick
Dhugal McBay Hanton
Mark James Hardy, Jr.
Julie Irvin Hartman
Caleb Anthony Haynes
Nicholas Anthony Heitzman
Troy David Hilde
William Victor Hill IV
Benjamin Kyle Hiller
Roy Jason Hitchcock IV
Justin Earl Houck
Bryce David House
Michael O. Jackson
Michael Anthony Jones
James Michael Josendale
James William Kelly III
Hollie Lynn Kleitz
Theodore Bruce Lafferty, Jr.
Matthew Anthony Mann
Tanner Read Mauro
Christopher Louis McClure
William Patrick McDermott
Elman Medoff
Natali Meno
Alejandro Eliezer Mendez
Daniel Mendez
Saif Amin Moolla
Wesley Alexander Moran
Nichole Marie Morgan
Devon Joshua Emile Muse
Yeni Nieves Malloure
Andres Olavarrieta Marin
Jaime Alberto Padilla
Christopher Andrew Pena  
Anthony Pickens  
Fernando Portillo  
Adel A. Rad  
Bethany Jade Robinson  
Nathan Ross  
Justin Hilton Sanderson  
Gregory Benjamin Schertz  
Isabella Jane Schmitt  
Madhavi Pradip Seernani  

Kesha Shah  
Mike Skrbich  
Nicholas Bryan Smith  
Caleb Monroe Tinsley  
James Michael Vance  
Bijoy Varghese  
Umair Feroz Virani  
Logan William Workman  
Melanie Renee Wyatt  

Master of Science  

Analytics  

Jon R. Abel  
Matthew Adebayo Adesuyi  
Mariam Zoheir Mohamed Badr Ahmed  
Sumiyah Ahmed  
Victoria Loys Aloi  
Erika Nicole Anderson  
Deyanira Balboa Arteaga  
Mala Bhagwat  
Richard Bradley Boyd  
Danny Leron Bue  
Becky Lynn Byerly  
Arnaldo O. Castro  
Jessica Ashley Correnti  
Lyle Thomas Danley  
Najmeh Dehghani  
Thomas Thweatt Doll  
Aldin Darrell Dollens II  
Shea N. Evans  
Johanna C. Fernandez Hernandez  
Cristian Ferrandino  
Kevin Fisher  
Sara Frances Foster  
William Melvin Gooding  
Jesse Poncio Gutierrez, Jr.  
Jeremy Heath  

Jennifer Kay Tuggle Hinze  
Sylvester Leon Horton, Jr.  
William Daniel Hunter  
Amy Marie Jagge  
Joshua Joseph LeCour  
Aaron Kyle Lovinggood  
Brandon L. Maddox  
Patrick John P. Magno  
Dustin Joseph Mattio  
Shelby Rashelle McCormick  
Micah Starkey Moreno  
Deepa Nair Gupta  
Daniel Arturo Nava  
Zohoor Nezhad Halafi  
Francis Adetokunbo Ogunseye, Jr.  
Scott Wayne Opheim  
Wade Rice Parks  
Roberto Omar Pena  
Mahmoud Amir Rastboud  
Taylor James Seal  
Jason Max Strouse  
Christopher J. Thiry  
Mohammed Edward Usman-Isiaka  
Juan S. Vizcaino  
Regena Lee Wilks  

Business  

Avery Elizabeth Abernathy  
Kelsey E. Bailey  
Lindsey Kristian Behrends  
Julia D. Black  
Karly Marie Boyles  
Matthew William Common  
Gavin Wallace Corley  
Megan E. Daley  
Mikayla Nicole Davidson  

Morgan Louise DeBorde  
Clayton D. Duggan  
Katherine Grace Flajnik  
Isabella M. Gallant  
Lexton Starnes Garrett  
Alec Michael Gilman  
Jara Ebarle Go  
Deondre Ryan Gray  
Riley Grace Grden
Kevin Thomas Hambleton
Mackenzie Lee Haran
Caitlyn R. Harmon
Avery Nicole Harris
Madison Elizabeth Haynes
Chelsea Renee’ Henderson
Braden Acklee Hobbs
Karen Anmol Kaur
Sydney Brooks Kelley
Cameron R. Kelly
Garrett D. Kettler
Kaitlyn Alyssa LaValley
Aubrey Elyse Lee
Luke William McGhee
Raahin Salim Momin
Katherine Grace Motley

Kaleb Antoine Norbert
Mariana Pedroza
Ashley Kara Peek
Olaya Eugenia Perez Lozano
Alexander Ponce de León
Bonnie Gwen Rankin
Brandon K. Sengsathueane
Dora Yan Shen
James T. Shupak, Jr.
Janzen Ashley Small
Princess Iman Tates
Aileen V. Vital
Connor Thadis Whisenant
Emerson Henry Williams
Eshan Zia

Bachelor of Business Administration

Business Honors

* Logan Baker
* Emma Gayle Banks
  Michaela Grace Barone
* Akshay Vinayak Basi
* Jack T. Blanton
* Sarah Elizabeth Bolke
* Caroline Olivia Bousquet
* John P. Bowen
* Travis Hardee Cantwell
* Rodrigo G. Caraveo
* Samuel Joseph Castranova
* Amanda Hing-Yan Chu
* Faye E. Coleman
  Sydney A. Creath
* John Samuel Crockett
* Gabriella Maria D Souza
* Elizabeth A. Dagg
* Nicholas Ward Diamantaras
* Michael D. Fong-Kutchins
* Hannah Lee Garcia
* Steven Cole Gooch
* Doyle Alex Graham III
* Mariana Hernandez Quiros
* Tyler A. Johnson
  Madeline Lindsey Jones
* Laura Katherine Key
* Virginia Elisabeth Krog
* Brandon C. Le
  Sunjay Letchuman
* Michael Edmunds McKean
* Jeremy R. Miller
* Julieta Muñoz
* Angela Q. Nguyen
* Jacob E. Page
* Flora Jane Pattesoon
* Lacey Dara Pattie
* Sena Pecen
* Jordan Elysse Puig
* Valerie Rangel
* Calista Alessandra Reese
* Cecilia L. Reis
* Arturo K. Romero
* Paola Sofia Sagel
* Sarah Pham Scharpf
* Perry Cullen Shepard
* Thomas Bustard Sherman, Jr.
* Camden Chase Sivils
  Sarah Jeanne Sriram
* Landry Elizabeth Daines
  Strawbridge
* Carlee Joy Taylor
* John Alexander Telle
  Jaci Elaine Traylor
* Zachary David Turman
* Manuel Vera, Jr.
* Colin Thomas Wiegand
* Nicholas J. Wienecke
* Larry W. Zhang

* Double Major
Bachelor of Science

University Studies

Madeline Kielar Andras
Mary G. Banks
James Christian Baugh
Regan James Bennett
Riley N. Boggan
Lea M. Campbell
Cordell Levaughn Cannon
Kathryn Anne Cantrell
Stephanie Carrillo
Omar K. Chatila
Paul L. Chu
Kylee Breeann Crist
Michael Cuellar
Diego J. De La Cerda
Carlos D. De La Rosa
Kenneth Daniel DeWeese
Evan Matthew Elizaldi
Jacob S. Essenburgh
Dylan Paul Ezzo
Alexandra Gianna Ferrone
Karenna McKenzie Fife
Christiana Renee Flores
Evans Maureen Fox
Victoria Anne Garcia
Jacqueline L. Genovese
Vincent Anthony Giordano
Brent Ray Gisler
Kaylee Marie Grizzaffi
Jennifer L. Guevara Ramirez
Matthew Guo
Kailie Shae Gurule
Bryce M. Guynes
Jacob W. Hafelfferd
Elizabeth Ann Hewerdine
Breanna M. Horak
Ella Victoria Howland
Braeden Z. Hutson
Stephanie T. James
Lauren M. Jarvis
Avantika A. Joshi
Katherine S. Keating
Joseph Samuel Knolla

Jayme Nicole Krauss
Thomas M. Land
Stephen Wesley Lang, Jr.
Stephanie Michelle Larkam
Walker R. Lee
Nicole B. Leonard
Andrew Albert Lichtenberger
Aaron Blake Luebke
McKenzie Renee Maner
Seanna Faith McCarty
Reagan Charles Minear
Taylor Elizabeth Mitchell
Alexander Christian Motsinger
Kendall Paige Mueller
Sydney Clare Orchard
Robert Orebo, Jr.
Charles David Pennington
Hannah M. Ramirez
Melissa Rodriguez
Madison Kay Rogers
Marie Stephanie
Roman-Pavajeau
Taylor Grace Ross
Emily Ann Ruckel
Taylor Lindsey Russell
Yajaira Abigail Serrano
Allyson C. Sharp
Julia Elizabeth Sharum
Ladaja C. Shaw
Jonathan Daniel Shirley
Jackson D. Steinle
Jaxon-Jno Eugene Taylor
Margaret Caroline Terry
Victoria R. Urbina
Fernanda Vidales
Briana Nicole Wagner
Avrey Addison Webb
Paxton G. Williams
Jacob Scott Wooters
Carson Alan Wright
Walker Jay Zander
Department of Accounting

Master of Science

Accounting

Caroline T. Antoon
Maiya Mingqun Ashley
Tatum Nicole Brown
Madison Elaine Bryant
Sarah D. Byars
Gina A. De La Garza
Kara Anne Derrick
Kolemann Lloyd Dooley
Chase A. Fisher
Shay Lynn Fredrickson
Kate Marie Friesenhahn
Dalys Melinda Gonzalez
Daniela L. Gracia
Juliani Louise Hall
Grant Evan Hanson
John D. Hendrick
Sarah Katherine Hobbs
Courtney Elizabeth Jackson
Alexander H. Jarlsjo
Hunter Nicole Jenkins
Luke S. Kaminski
Lauren Angela Kelley
Garrett Kim
Quentin David Kolb
Madison Marie Krause
Patrick W. LaBarge
Talia Shoshana Lewis
Josiah Daniel Light
Tanner B. Malone
Grace Elizabeth Marcello
Brady Kyle Marek

Georgia L. McAdams
John Robert Miesen
Elizabeth A. Moll
Elizabeth Kaitlyn Paulos
Emmitt Nathaniel Penelton
Jamie Elizabeth Pokorney
Isabela Pratt
Stephanie M. Rashall
Cawren Yvonne Redfield
Kyle C. Richie
Emma Grace Rippee
Ivan Rivas
Abby Rae Roberts
Sofia Katherine Samuelson
Anna Grace Schwartz
Jameson T. Shaw
Skylar P. Simon
Autumn Grace Sonju
Matthew J. St. Onge-Cooper
Kyle Wesley Taylor
Kadyn R. Utley
Alejandro Velasquez
Hannah E. Villarreal
Muhammad Osama Bin Kh Waliullah
Kelsey M. Walla
Weiwei Wang
Yu Wang
Joseph Dominick Whitacre
Martha Lee Whitfield
Kim Marie Williams

Bachelor of Business Administration

Accounting

Carlie Nell Aguilar
Alicia M. Alcorn
Samuel W. Allen
Brandon Andrews
Caroline T. Antoon
Alyssa L. Aramburu
Sidney Reece Ashton
Alexandra Paige Aycock
Megan Dianne Bailey
Anne-Marie Amir Banoub
Oscar W. Barkis
Rachel Brooke Bayless
Megan Lynn Berkstresser

Ryan Bevolo
Dixie A. Blackwell
MaKenzie Simone Blake
*Tess Medea Bolman
Felipe Bonk Rizzo
Madeline G. Bookout
Kimberly Ann Bradford
Colton S. Brandt
Abigail J. Brenneman
Paul C. Brittain
Tatum Nicole Brown
Madison Elaine Bryant
Tia Cherelle Buchanan

* Double Major
Jacob M. Mullen  
John Paul Najvar  
Jay Jaeyoung Nam  
Bentley C. Nesbit  
Graham Ward Newick  
Kirby Nicole Notter  
Matthew Charles Ozuna  
* Mason Staggs Parker  
* Elizabeth Kaitlyn Paulos  
Cole J. Perley  
Jamie Elizabeth Pokorney  
Isabela Pratt  
Carlos J. Quintanilla  
Meenakshi Ramakrishnan  
* Benjamin E. Ramsay  
Stephanie M. Rashall  
* Cawren Yvonne Redfield  
Kyle C. Richie  
Emma Grace Rippee  
Ivan Rivas  
Abby Rae Roberts  
Andrew J. Rodriguez  
Jackson David Roos  
Sophie Nicolette Rowe  
Sofia Katherine Samuelson  
Joshua Thomas Sanders  
Thomas Markku Santala  
Catherine Macy Santos  
Eric Scott Sauceda  
Erik Simon Schlegel  
Anna Grace Schwartz  
Olsen D. Schwartz  
Sydney Grace Schwegler  
Katherine Elizabeth Severe  
Shelby N. Sexton  
Jameson T. Shaw  
Berkley Alexandra Shirley  
Skylar P. Simon  
Claire Marie Sisk  
* Benjamin Luke Skeels  
Kaden Edward Smien  
Katherine Alexandra Sniffen  
Autumn Grace Sonju  
Jenna M. Southerland  
Matthew J. St. Onge-Cooper  
Khanh Ngoc Ta  
Madison Ellen Taff  
Kyle Wesley Taylor  
Savannah Grace Taylor  
Hallie A. Tomlinson  
Thompson Karl Tondera  
Grant Wayne Townsend  
Kady R. Utley  
Michael Alexander Vasilyev  
Alejandro Velasquez  
Hannah E. Villarreal  
Vanesas Maria Villatoro  
Jeet Walia  
Muhammad Osama Bin Khaliullah  
* Kelsey M. Walla  
Graham Boothe Waller  
Brady L. Webb  
Miranda Marie Wenske  
George Michael West  
Irina Alexandra White  
Martha Lee Whitfield  
Kim Marie Williams  
Cody Charles Williamson  
Allison Joy Yager  
Amanda R. Zgabay

Department of Finance

Master of Financial Management

Financial Management

Bradley Joseph Ahrens  
Matthew H. Allen  
Samuel W. Allen  
Alexandra Paige Aycock  
Megan Dianne Bailey  
Anne-Marie Amir Banoub  
Julian Lee Barron  
Rachel Brooke Bayless  
Nicholas Lance Bell  
Megan Lynn Berkstresser  
Dixie A. Blackwell  
Felipe Bonk Rizzo  
Abigail J. Brenneman  
Paul C. Brittain  
James Joseph Callan  
Isabelle Rosa Nahar Chowdhury  
Charlee R. Cockrell  
Jeffrey Stuart Colomina, Jr.  
Diego Jose Contreras  
Robert Douglas Cook  
Connor C. Corr  
Sofia Elizabeth Coryell  
Christopher M. Coyne  
Elizabeth Anne Dicken

* Double Major
Jenna Elizabeth Donnelly
Jacquelyn K. Doss
Jared Dowdy
Nicholas Henry Drew
Jacob Marc Duderstadt
Stephanie Taylor Duron
Davis Morgan Dzierzanowski
Nicholas J. Escudero
Kendall L. Fenske
Mark G. Ferguson
Connor James Garrison
Connor James Gatesman
Allison J. Giuliani
Claire Elise Gober
Elizabeth Ashlyn Green
Phuc B. Ha
Sara K. Harris
Diane Elizabeth Harrison
Erin Leigh Higgins
Emma G. Hill
John Warner Hoover IV
Erynn Ann Hosek
Luke M. Jakobs
Jacqueline Cecile Janse
Clay M. Johnson
Gilbert Ephraim Johnson
Sarah Margarete Kirby
Yana Yaroslavivna Kolpakova
Mark Thomas Kvinta
Gina Marie Lamendola
Drake Alexander Lewis
Riley Morgan McKeen
Macy Kathleen Miller
Jacob M. Mullen
Aaron P. O’Reilly
Matthew Charles Ozuna
Tavis Gannon Parkerson, Jr.
Jake Joseph Peterson
Jacob M. Prather
Meenakshi Ramakrishnan
Benjamin E. Ramsay
Emilio Salinas
Joshua Thomas Sanders
Erik Simon Schlegel
Olsen D. Schwartz
Shelby N. Sexton
Berkley Alexandra Shirley
Benjamin Luke Skeels
Jared B. Skov
Kaden Edward Smien
Eliza K. Smith
Katherine Alexandra Sniffen
Brandon Harold Spiegel
Bryce Adam Stokes
Khanh Ngoc Ta
Hallie A. Tomlinson
Thompson Karl Tondera
Dylan M. Vinceslio
Graham Boothe Waller
Brady L. Webb
Blake Parker West
George Michael West
Haizhu Yang

Master of Real Estate

Land Economics and Real Estate

Peyton Scott Ackerman
Braxton Jason Barker
Christopher A. Bitter
Kathryn Anease Brown
Boston A. Byerly
Peyton D. Dyvig
Boston G. Henry
Luke E. Hults
Colin Joseph Knight
Connor Neil Land
Brynn E. Martin
Jack Lee Mason III
Dylan Joseph Mzyk
Andrew N. Olinger
Samuel Gunnar Smith
Colton Sparks Sutherland

Master of Science

Finance

Christina Mary Abraham
Cooper J. Berg
Simen B. Borland
David Strickland Brookins
Jonathon Aaron Bucio
Joaquin Andres Carrillo
Haden Preston Church
Parker Ryan Cohen
Kyle Denton Curnutt  
Caroline Michelle Curran  
Susan S. Dominic  
James L. Dudley  
Bailey Marie Dulas  
Muhab Saad Elkaraty  
Barbara Marie Fedro  
Dmitry M. Gabriel  
Andrew J. Gambrell  
Thomas Noah Garcia  
Jonathan Angadiyil George  
Samuel R. Hansen  
Jacob Ryan Harpool  
BrieAnn Ranee Harris  
Haley Mackenzie Hefner  
Abby Marie Hodson  
David Bruce Johnson, Jr.  
Colin M. Kanatzar  
Stony James Maness  
Megan Marie McKinley  
Eric Anthony Mendoza  
Jerald Jake Meyer  
Michael Earl Miller  
Nathan Thomas Nicknish  
Patrick Gordon O’Brien  
Marshall Joseph Parise  
Elias Wade Pierce  
Alec Michael Randolph  
Ian Christopher Raphael  
Hayden Christopher Raps  
Alicia M. Rios  
Andrew Martin Robinette  
Jorge Raul Rodriguez Diaz  
Haley Rene Schoettelkotte  
Frances Carlisle Siller  
Nicholas Henry Spires  
Brian A. Sutton  
Tyler Reed Thompson  
Landan Ebanks Troglin  
Jake R. Vassar  
Connor S. Watson  
Royce John Weigel  
Christopher Karl Wilhelm

Bachelor of Business Administration

Finance

Dima Ibrahim Aboshady  
Emily Ann Akins  
Kylie Nicole Alexander  
Riad Alhoms  
Absar Farhan Ali  
Samuel Michael Allen  
Bruce Garrett Allums  
Nathan Christian Alonzo  
Rachel M. Andel  
Charles C. Anderson  
Jonathan Luke Andis  
Juan D. Aricila  
Thomas J. Armentor  
John Mitchell Austin  
Noah Alexander Averitt  
Sarah Elizabeth Barnes  
Chandler G. Barton  
Cody S. Bateman  
Cole Austin Beach  
Hasan M. Beg  
Pedro Luis Beltran, Jr.  
Halle Ann Birckelbaw  
Jordan R. Bird  
Ryan E. Blais  
David W. Bobo  
Joseph Paul Bolling  
Austin Price Brent  
Samantha D. Briones  
Michael Benjamin Bruning  
Jacob W. Bryans  
Luke W. Bryans  
Thuy-Tram Tiffany Bui  
Harrison C. Burks  
Zachary Vinh Burns  
Taylor A. Byrne  
Gerald A. Canario  
Diego Luis Castaneda  
Benjamin M. Cauley  
Adam J. Cearley  
Jaime Cepeda, Jr.  
Marymar Cerritos  
Bryan Cheng  
Isha Chiplonkar  
Stenson C. Cole  
Brayden H. Cook  
Emory Joseph Cook  
James Dallas Craft  
Jacob F. Crane  
Sterling Clay Crowds  
Jack W. Davenpo  
Erin A. Dawson  
Christopher Michael DeLeon  
Evan Pivirotto Dewitt  
Nikhil Dham  
Elyse Walker Dobos  
Frederick Leighton Durham IV
Pearson Bruce Sterling
Preston Lawrence Still
Cole Michael Stock
Rishi Subramaniam
Spencer Kyle Swan II
Logan Paul Swingle
Caroline Kay Taylor
Aristotle T. Terzis
Benjamin Paul Tripode
Sidney Patricia Turpin
Joseph Cole Valek
Leonard Joseph Vargo
Quinton P. Vinson

Taylor J. Voelkel
Shelby Leigh Walters
Luke Robert Weitzel
Maya Sue Werner
Spencer R. Wheeler
Jack R. Wilkinson
Brian C. Wolfe
Nathan T. Wright
Graeson Noelle Wyatt
Maanasa Yeruva
Michael Jay Yu
Tymothy Zeng

Department of Information and Operations Management

Master of Science

Management Information Systems

Carlie Nell Aguilar
Sagar
Áladhalli Shivardre Gowda
Sidney Reece Ashton
Namrata Vinod Bamb
Oscar W. Barkis
Brett Alexander Barry
Ashik Bekal
Ryan Bevolo
Chirag Girish Bhadra
Deepanshu Bhatija
MaKenzie Simone Blake
Tess Medea Bolman
Colton S. Brandt
Aaron Brooks Calliham
Mallory Elizabeth Chandler
Alexa R. Cherry
Prasad Ramesh Chimalwar
Charles S. Clark
Noah T. Crawford
Remington Chandler Cunov
Drishí Rajeshkumar Dalwadi
Ceara M. Daly
Brooke Mackenzie Davidson
Joshua M. Dillon
James Barrett Durbin
David J. Eggleton
Brian Savio Faleiro
Brooke E. Fitzgerald
Dylan M. Forbes
Bryce W. Fordham
Taylor Brooke Fry
Savannah L. Gau
Dillon M. Geer

Thomas Benjamin George
Emily Nicole Geyer
Shreya Shirish Gokhale
Cassidy Brenna Hairston
Taylore N. Hansmann
Sommer Faith Harkins
Cameron Bennett Henry
David Kang-Tai Ho
Aaron D. Holle
Xiaorou Hu
Aaron Hubik
Joshua Robert Jensen
Matthew James Johnson
Tyler R. Johnson
Raina Sharad Joshi
Connor James Kneese
Andrew R. Kocmoud
Pragnya Sudhir Kulkarni
Nandini Narendra Laad
Celine Joelle Lai
Elizabeth Katherine Lemkowitz
Zhixian Li
William R. Lockett
Emily Nicole Lyons
Matthew Athanasius Macora
Abigail L. Madeley
Raghav Madhok
John N. Marlow
Andrew J. Maumus
Taylor M. McDonnell
Shahid Momin, Jr.
Samuel D. Mueck
Jay Jaeyoung Nam
Bentley C. Nesbit
Ethan S. Newton
Swadha Pandey
Aashkaben Kalpesh Patel
Cole J. Perley
Prashanth Pipalli Nagaraj
Sricharan Raju
Bhavana Goud Ramaram
Andrew J. Rodriguez
Debanjana Roy
Moises Elias Saca Estevanott
Swapnil Ashwin Sampat
Katherine Elizabeth Severe
Anshul Mahendra Sharma
Kanchan Sharma
Claire Marie Sisk
Madison Ellen Taff
Mahesh Thiagarajan

Laura G. Tolan
Grant Wayne Townsend
Siddharth Tripathi
Deborah Obianujuwa
Uchegbulam
Michael Alexander Vasilyev
Swapna Vasudevamurthy
Kyle P. Walsh
Miranda Marie Wenske
Irina Alexandra White
Corrin Reynath Whitener
Aaron Joseph Williams
Cody Charles Williamson
Allison Joy Yager
Amanda R. Zgabay

Bachelor of Business Administration

Management Information Systems

Otoniel Arias, Jr.
Emily Grace Bohnsack
Cooper T. Brown
Melissa Busot Perez
Hojun Chae
Avery S. Chastain
Elizabeth Chen
Rachel Grace Clifton
Kyle Thomas Cooper
Ian S. Costis
Tanner Garret Croom
Jonathan Parker Dame
Zachary C. Davis
Diego DeLaTorre, Sr.
Elizabeth Grace DeVoucalla
Allison Jean Eich
Itzel Alejandra Flores
Joshua Gordon Fox
Eric Michael Franks
Daniel Fuentes II
Calum Joseph Furgal
Brian Paul Golla
Kyle Raymond Graham
Irene Ham
Jack Dillon Hankamer
Max Wolfgang Heitmann
Noah J. Henry
Caroline M. Hoehner
Amrita Hooda
Sarah Elizabeth Hoving
Payton Olivia Hughston
Jonah Mckay Johnson
Maya T. Joseph
Kathryn Haley Kanzabedian

Dhirin P. Karra
Evan Sean Laengrich
Justin Taylor Lee
Jasmine Kim Ler
Isaac Yeu-Shuin Low
Travis T. Main
Avelgelia Nicole McWhorter
Meredith Estelle Miesch
Keith Alan Mosley
Divija Nadella
Andrew Le Nguyen
Justin Case Osborne
Janu Natvarbhai Patel
Noah A. Peters
Isaiah Lee Phillips
Ryan Christopher Porter
Nicholas Isaiah Ramon
Michael Robert Rathon
Elizabeth Rea Reed
Ty Bruce Sanders
Daniel Ryan Shaw
Jessica Shyi
Radeya Farrukh Siddiqui
Sahir Rumi Surani
Andy Tang
Caiden Lawrence Tays
Abigail N. Terry
Greysen L. Thomas
Anthony M. Townsend
Christian T. Toy
Felipe Vilalta
Adele Barrington Walker
Brett E. Williams
Supply Chain Management

Omar E. Acevedo, Jr.  Kennedy Ashley Jetelina
Aaleen Ali  Clark G. Jordan
Shayan A. Ali  Nolan Grant Keller
Michael Shayne Alvarado  Lauryn Janelle Kerr
Shreya Devesh Amin  Lily Marie Kopriva
Paige Elizabeth Avery  Emma M. Lawler
Jenna Marie Beggs  Jae Hyeong Lee
Benjamin James Belton  Ji hyun Lee
Spencer Milton Berglund  Robyn C. Li
Connor Austin Brooks  Haein Lim
William C. Brown  Nichole Marie Martin
Zachary Austin Calzada  Andrial O. Mathew
Adriana Cardoso  Madison Rae Mayers
Jeffrey A. Chang  Hannah Nicole McClure
Ethan Chen  Morgan Pamela McGill
Sean Patrick Connaughton  Ivone Itzel Mercado Jimenez
Mariana Cordoba  Catherine Norton
Jamie Rose Danek  Alayna Rebekah O’Connor
Kaylee R. Daniels  Mark Austin Parisher
Ethan N. Daryanani  Brian S. Parrish
Avery Ryan Davidson  Mikayla Ann Patterson
Jenna R. Ellsworth  Taylor Rae Pattison
Doraime Ercia Soriano  Miguel Angel Perales, Jr.
Jake D. Farmer  James Bryant Pietrowiak
Justin Alan Fick  Catherine Abigail Pyle
Isabella Marisa Forlenza  Elizabeth Selena Ramirez
Demetrio Garcia  Ryker Paul Richardson
Allie Marie Giles  Peter David Rodenberg
Danielle Renae Gonzales  John William Rostkowski
Reese B. Graves  Chris Micheal Silko
Ashlyn Elise Gremillion  Christina M. Smith
Addie J. Griffin  Ginger K. Stephenson
Kyle Allen Griggs  Riley Lyndon Tedford
Michael Clayton Grogan  Lauren Michelle Trogdon
Emelie B. Guile  George Veiga III
Molly Anne Gurka  Aveline Hui En Vongkaseum
Sarah Kathryn Hartman  Griffin L. Weiss
Steven Michael Heissenhuber, Jr.  Jeffery M. Whitehead
Gillian Rose Herman  Weston Emory Wilkinson
Brandon Michael Homann  Michelle Wu
Madelyn Rae Hornburg  David Yu
Kacie Nicole Hunter  Esteban Zaragoza

Department of Management

Master of Science

Entrepreneurial Leadership

Alyssa L. Aramburu  Mason Staggs Parker
Kara Rhea Kennedy  David Joseph Pham
Abby Jimerson Knox
Bachelor of Business Administration

Management

Alyssa Nicole Andreone
Austin Arano Hevener
Madison S. Armer
Michael Malike Bailey, Jr.
Andrew Joseph Baird
Ana Maria Balderas
Ethan G. Benningfield
Farley J. Bevil
Michael James Biddlecome
Dylan Alexander Bohn
Georgia Cooper Bond
Kessler R. Bordwell
Cameron Joseph Brown
Kathryn Marie Brown
Clayton John Burkhard
Hannah C. Burleson
Leslie Evelyn Campa
Andrea Carrillo Lopez
Areli Castillo
Eve Noelle Churchill
Berkleigh Alicia Clemens
Haley Renee Cook
Parker Jean Cowden
Mary Alexis Cross
Hanh K. Dang II
Wyatt C. Davidson
Miriam Deahl
Theodore Walter Dement IV
Maria Fernanda Diaz
Abigail G. Dixon
Rebecca A. Duty
Georgia Galina Eddy
Holden L. Edmondson
Daniel D. Espinosa
Elaina Victoria Estrada
Samuel Brannon Farrow
Ian Madison Fletcher
Julia Marie Flowers
William J. Garcia
Yonni Garcia, Jr.
Robert Jordan Gilchrist
Jonathan Dominic Gonzalez
Tyler D. Grajeda
Valerie Lorne Grandjean
Shae A. Green
Christopher D. Greenwell
Mary Elizabeth Grundman
Kristin Estelle Guzak
Soha Ali Habib
Braxton Paul Hagler
William Curtis Warrick Haley
Wereba B. Hamde
Rachel Grace Hancock
Cody Wayne Harris
Houston Laurel Harris
Chrystyn L. Hart
Emily Paige Havens
Alexis N. Horne
Katherine A. Hossley
Chandler Ethan Ingram
Saira G. Iracheta
Emma Grace Isenhart
Madeline Claire Jackson
Mason Thomas Kahley
William Henry Kerr III
Conley G. Kinsey
Megan Marie Kokenes
William Harris Langenbahn
Nathen Long Le
Curt Daniel Leland
Presley V. Luce
Jorey R. Maples
Alexandra Mar
Noah J. Marks
Skylar Kaye Marr
Macy Lee McConnie
James Frazier McDowell
Mac Balfy McGee
Allison Avery McInnis
Lauren K. McIntyre
Alexander Medina
Lukas Freeman Merrill
Kayla Nicole Moorhay
Estrella L. Navarro
Carson Ashley Neal
Chase Logan Newsom
Jenny Ngoc Nguyen
Kara C. Norman
Samantha Rose O’Brien
Samantha N. Ojeda
Charles Fernando Ola-Valencia
Brendon Gage Olson
Alexandra L. Ono
Jatin J. Patel
Tony-Thuc Quang Pham
Stephanie Alejandra Pinto Pena
Roxanne Marie Pittman
Madilyn G. Poland
Kira Marie Porter
Rebecca H. Potter
Madeleine Ruth Privitt
Kayla Michelle Rachuneck
Sarah Elizabeth Raines
Reagan Elizabeth Ralston
Haley Christine Redifer
Caleb D. Reed
Brittan James Rhome
Andrea S. Rodriguez
Kara Michelle Rosenthal
Evyn Nicole Sakulenzki
Frances Isabela Sanchez
Zachary Steven Scott
Reilly Thomas Shelton
Victoria Elizabeth Simmons
Kathryn J. Smith
Amy Elizabeth Solheim
Malinda Korth Sommer
Kathryne Nicole Speen
James W. Stalder, Jr.
Lauren Brett Sugg
Vivian Phuong Ta
Jacob Everett Taylor
Ryan Major Temple

Mario Alberto Tovar Diosdado
Katya Sophia Townsend
Cassidy Alexandra Tresidder
Carlos R. Valero
Amanda Vargas Olivares
Joshua Ray Vasquez
Evan C. Vela
Ann Elizabeth Verrett
Isabella D. Villanueva
Kyle Phillip Vogel
Brennen Michael Walsh
Griffin Baker Wearden
Clare Angeline Weber
Emily Morgan Wells
Riley Alexis Winkelmann
Macy Collins Wright
Spencer Jackson Yantis
Bobak Zakhireh

Department of Marketing

Master of Science

Marketing

David Alexander Aarant
Avery E. Alban
Bayley C. Bryant
Sophie Elizabeth Cooke
Grace E. Cotton
Akhil S. Dukkipati
Rachel E. Fatheere
Tatum Caroline Fife
Christine Jana Fralick
Asha M. Fuller
Roberto I. Galvan Kunte
Elena Margaret Khalaf
Pranav S. Kumar
Tatiana Gennadyevna Makarova
Richard Raul Mendoza

Laura G. Nichols
Lily T. Pham
Zack A. Pokroy
Ryan Whitney Powell
Jaevin Octavia Reed
Sarah Beth Roberts
Luke Alan Rodgers
Kellen A. Schuessler
Brittany Franklin Scott
Claire Madison Shenk
Greta G. Shields
Lloyd Southammavong
Erika M. Squires
Anjali Tapadiya
William Lewis Zarco

Bachelor of Business Administration

Marketing

Alec Samuel Abrams
Karina Lizbeth Aleman
Thomas C. Allen
Delaney N. Anderson
Madelyn Elaine Askew
Kaila Nichole Aviles
Luis A. Baham
Aianne Bernal

Sydney Leigh Blizzard
Blake A. Bourgoyme
Jolie Kay Branch
Lauren Mckenzie Bright
Erin Elizabeth Bruchmüller
Cassidy Nicole Bryant
Isabel Noami Calderon
Veronica S. Cantu
Eloise J. Urban
Mikaela B. Vaughan
Brendan Cole vonBehren
Chau Minh Vu
Analiene Elaine Wagner
Chloe Madelyne Walker
Connor Ray Walker
Lauren N. Wentz
Kelley Taylor White

Michaela E. White
Hayley Marie Williams
Chase B. Wilson
Sheldon J. Wingert
Zechariah Daniel Victor
Wittenberg
Cameron E. Worthy
Katherine Nicole Zehm
Aman Aziz Zindani, Jr.

School of Public Health
Presented by Dr. Shawn G. Gibbs, Dean
Bachelor of Science
Public Health

Iman W. Ahmed
Dejah Trenae Allen
Trisha Jatin Amin
Hannah Marie Atkinson
Deborah Oreoluwanimi
Ayannusi
Ryan James Bagby
Christopher Kyle Baker
Krystal Najat Bayeh
Blake R. Bellomy
Kristen Nicole Bencal
Mary Kendall Benton
Kendall Anne Blair
Allison Catherine Boehm
Paige Marie Bogenschutz
Jaden Michael Bohlar
William C. Bolin
Mark A. Bonaccorso
Jessica Ann-Marie Brottlund
Brenna M. Brown
Allison Christine Buckley
Kaitlyn Nicole Buffa
Joshua Michael Bunker
Raquel Calvillo
Katherine R. Cantu
Natalie Lissbeth Carlos
Dariana G. Castillo
Aaron Z. Chen
Tomi Elizabeth Coffey
Caitlyn Marie Cooper
Grace Elizabeth Corrier
Ruqaiyah H. Darugar
Sarah De Olaguibel
Josephine Elizabeth Decherd
Sophia Rose DiLeo
Katarina Lynn Eberhard

Blake A. Edwards
Malaina M. Enholm
Kendyll Michelle Epstein
Joshua Alexander Espinoza
Valeria Flores
Dorina May Fousek
Brianda A. Garcia
Savannah Celeste Garza
Mariam Ghazi
Galya Garces Gonzalez
Victoria Lynn Gonzalez
Joanna Katherine Gosda
Devin E. Graham
Beoshonay D. Grant
Kiah Serafina Green
Lauren Alison Guirl
Mollie K. Hagler
Valery N. Harris
Morgan Elizabeth Hawkins
Claire Gabriela Heigl Maza
Caroline Grace Heller
Elena Michele Henderson
Jessica Joana Hernandez
Jessica Yerami Hernandez
Justin Lee Hernandez
Lauren Elizabeth Hickok
Kaylyn Grace Hooker
Morgan Rae Hoster
Osato Tyra Irorere
Tanvi R. Jankay
Diana Laura Jasso Moreno
Sanjna John
Abbie Grace Johnson
Darby L. Johnson
Kate Rebecca Johnson
Kayla Mckenzie Johnson
Department of Environmental and Occupational Health

Master of Public Health

Environmental Health

Ashleigh Eileen Brand
Ruby Lizeth Hernandez
Samantha Nicole Hernandez
Mackensie Nicole Irwin
Peyton Alison Lindsay
Alexander S. Ritchie

Occupational Safety and Health

Austin Joseph Akin
Frances Joycy Appenteng
Jessica Dennise Barajas
David Leroy Lakey, Jr.
Madison Nicole Malcik
King Pham
Hannah Allyse Smith
Faith LeAn Talley
Kathryn Angela Wallace

Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics

Master of Public Health

Biostatistics

Samantha Hannie Chang
Catherine M. Hessler
Jocelyn V. Hunyadi

Epidemiology

Nancy Karina Alanis Canamar
Trini Aleman
Ruth Tochi Azubuike
Elizabeth Nicole Cioffi
Jordan Rene Davila
Josephine Elizabeth Decherd
Catherine Dobens
Corey Rene Flores
Natalie Nicole Freeman
Jacklyn Gonzalez
Denise Guzman
Garrett Jay Hall
Laura Hopkins
Delaney Leigh LaBrutta
Susannah Jane Liddle
Chantal Mangayama Lompo
Layla Rose Lustri
Noe Mendoza
John Joseph Mondin II
Leah Monita
Michael Thanh Nguyen
Julie Diane Pack
Franchesca Isabella Rodriguez
Princy Yohannan Sam
Kristen Ayanee Sanchez
Mathew F. Schmidt
Yalliniyal Sivaprakash
Michael Alan Smith
Clifton R. Tomplait
Victoria Sara Vatankha
Hunter Maddocks Willow
Department of Health Policy and Management

Master of Health Administration

Health Administration

Christiemol Sosamma Abraham
Rhema Catherine Agyeman
Blessing Oluwagbohunmi Aiyegoro
Joshua Preston Breese
Hailey Ann Bruining
Lily A. Bui
Elizabeth Marie Crusser
Daniel Enneking Davis
Megan Heather Donald
Mia Nacol Elizondo
Mitchel E. Ferguson
Seth Randall Griffith
Cade Christian Henderson
Te-Hsin Juan
Stone Alexander Kinsey
Kaitlyn Brock Marlar
Ronald Alexander Werner
McLean
Brandan Mark Motiuk
Abigail Celeste Ortega
Claire Joy Peng
Amanda Thien Phan
Khaing Phoo
Sruthi Nagasai Rajanala
Robert Houston Steen, Jr.
Kenneth Edwin Waters
Michael Evan Williams

Master of Public Health

Health Policy and Management

Sadaf Karim Ali
Kamariza Angelique
Yarielka Thalia Arrieta Batista
Brittany A. Garcia
Earl Lewis Greer
Iqra Imam
Ines Jimin Lee
Danielle Zone Manuel
Kailee S. Marion
Syeda Fatima Sanaullah

Department of Health Promotion and Community Health Sciences

Master of Public Health

Health Promotion and Community Health Sciences

Roxana Farokhnia
Michael E. Fowler III
Kayla Granado
Brooke Elizabeth Heckel
Jacquita N. Johnson
Julian Teves Laude
Jordan Taylor Lopez-Rhodes
Cheyenne Nicole Lyons
Jevone’ A. Mayes
Sangeetha Chingapurath
Narayan
Oluwabusola O. Okunoren
Lauren Nicole Ross
Alice M. Salazar
Aakshi Jayesh Sanchorawala
Jose Antonio Manahan Soriano
Alison Cynia Thomas-Geason
Chloe Nicole Ysaguirre
Honors Fellows

Students graduating with Honors Fellows must have completed at least 30 hours of Honors course credit, including 9 hours in the University Core Curriculum and 12 hours in 300-400 level courses. Additionally, all Honors Fellows have completed a capstone project. Honors Fellows are required to remain active with the Honors Student Council and make an annual update to their ePortfolios. Students must maintain at least a 3.5 cumulative Grade Point Average with at least a 3.25 Grade Point Average in Honors coursework.

Lauren Elizabeth Absher ............................ BS Psychology
Samuel P. Alivernia ............................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Nkemdi F. Anyiam ................................. BS Computer Science
Kalista K. Bailey ................................. BS Computer Engineering
Samhitha Bhat ................................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Corinne M. Buckley ......................... BS Environmental Studies
Benjamin Roberto Caballero ................. BS University Studies
Myranda M. Campanella ..................... BA International Studies
Jaime Cepeda, Jr ................................ BS Public Health
Ashley N. Chilek ................................. BBA Marketing
Amanda Hing-Yan Chu ....................... BBA Business Honors
Crystal Caitlin Claunch ..................... BA Communication
Grace Elizabeth Corrier ..................... BS Public Health
Austin T. Daigle ................................. BS Genetics
Alena Victoria Flores ......................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Marielle Rose Belandres Hicban ........... BS Biomedical Engineering
Erin Leigh Higgins .............................. BBA Accounting
Michael J. Jadwisak ............................ BS Aerospace Engineering
Darby L. Johnson ................................. BS Public Health
Austin M. Keith ................................. BS Electrical Engineering
Madison Grace Korb .......................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Esha Rao Kothapalli ......................... BS Public Health
Sunjay Letchuman .............................. BBA Business Honors
Essynce Sonique Lewis ..................... BA International Studies
Carol A. Longo ................................. BS Psychology
Brandon Andrew Look Fong ................ BS Biomedical Engineering
Alyssa S. Low ...................................... BS Biochemistry
Sithija Sasanka Wathurawa Manage .... BS Applied Mathematical Sciences
Perri Elaine Marshall ......................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Caitlyn Rose McNeil ............................ BS Biology
Maria Fernanda Mendez Garza ............. BS Public Health
Madison Gail Montgomery ................ BS Nutrition
Mallory Alexander Moorefield ............ BS Biochemistry
Archana A. Murthy .............................. BA Biology
Raniyah Intiyyaz Nathani .................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Latin Honors

Students graduating with Latin honors distinctions have enrolled in and successfully completed a minimum of 60 undergraduate semester hours required for the baccalaureate degree. The category of Latin honors attained is determined by grade point average of all college hours attempted, excluding transfer hours. The categories are as follows:

**Cum Laude:** A student may be graduated *Cum Laude* with a Grade Point Average of 3.500 to 3.699.

**Magna Cum Laude:** A student may be graduated *Magna Cum Laude* with a Grade Point Average of 3.700 to 3.899.

**Summa Cum Laude:** A student may be graduated *Summa Cum Laude* with a Grade Point Average of 3.900 or above.
Honors Stoles

Texas A&M undergraduates who complete the requirements for any of the distinctions listed above or for college- and departmental-level honors programs are awarded a gold satin stole to wear with their commencement robes. The university presents the stoles to honors graduates in recognition of their accomplishments.

Undergraduate Research Scholars

The Undergraduate Research Scholars program provides motivated undergraduates the opportunity to engage in quality, in-depth research experiences. Over two semesters Scholars work with faculty mentors to produce a formal undergraduate research thesis and a public presentation of their research results.

Lauren Elizabeth Absher .................................. BS Psychology
Hunter Christian Adams .................................. BS Oceanography
Olivia Mae Alexander .................................. BA English
Efrain Amaro .................................. BS Molecular and Cell Biology
Nkemdi F. Anyiam .................................. BS Computer Science
Alexandria Nicole Babineaux ..................... BS Visualization
Kalista K. Bailey .................................. BS Computer Engineering
Julianna Mariya Barraza ..................... BS Kinesiology
Carla Marie Bassil .................................. BS Biomedical Engineering
Ritika Bhattacharjee ..................... BS Chemical Engineering
Raiyan A. Bhuiya .................................. BS Computer Science
Grace Michiko Bodine ..................... BS Plant and Environmental Soil Science
Dylan Alexander Bohn ..................... BBA Management
Jessica L. Bomar .................................. BA Political Science
Alyssa Riley Brown .................................. BS Electrical Engineering
Corinne M. Buckley .................................. BS Environmental Studies
Myranda M. Campanella .................. BA International Studies
Tatyana Maria Canales ..................... BS Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Valeri Marie Cangelosi ..................... BA University Studies
Cody Anderson Carlisle ..................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Scott Carlos Carrion ..................... BS Computer Engineering
John David Cate ..................... BS Biological and Agricultural Engineering
Jaime Cepeda, Jr. ..................... BBA Finance
Rahul Chauhan .................................. BS Biomedical Sciences
Yile Chen .................................. BS Computer Engineering
Thomas B. Cheung .................................. BS Biomedical Engineering
William S. Chisholm ..................... BS Physics
Victoria L. Cooper .......................... BA University Studies
Ella Riley Cox .................................. BS Kinesiology
Cheryl Sandia Cruz ..................... BS Visualization
Marisa A. Cuevas .............................................. BS Nutrition
William E. Curran ........................................... BS Computer Science
Austin T. Daigle ............................................... BS Genetics
Matthew J. Davis ............................................. BS Computer Science
Braden Keil DeVargas ....................................... BS Electrical Engineering
Kaylyn Yen Dinh ................................................ BS Biochemistry
William C. Dow .............................................. BS Chemistry
Virgilio A. Duarte ............................................. BED Environmental Design
                                      Architectural Studies
Jessica L. Duty ................................................ BS Political Science
Emily Erin Edge ............................................... BS Environmental Geoscience
Nicolas Elizondo .............................................. BS Electrical Engineering
Spencer C. Ellis ............................................... BS Physics
Heather A. Farris ............................................ BS Biomedical Engineering
Alena Victoria Flores ....................................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Alyson Brooke Fontenot .................................. BS Animal Science
Terrell C. Ford ................................................ BS Computer Engineering
Sarah E. Fross ................................................ BS Biomedical Engineering
Michael N. Garner .......................................... BS Electrical Engineering
Grace Alaine Giddings ..................................... BS Biology
Eta Syra Gluck ................................................ BS Computer Science
Nicolas K. Goff ................................................. BS Biology
Thomas G. Goodwin ......................................... BS Computer Science
Steven Michael Graham ................................. BS Forensic and Investigative Sciences
Tianyu Gu ........................................................ BS Computer Science
Zachary E. Helton ........................................... BS Electrical Engineering
Marielle Rose Belandres Hicban ....................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Ashley June Hicks ........................................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Samantha Lynn Higgins .................................. BS Genetics
Mihir Mandar Hingwe ...................................... BS Computer Engineering
Tanner M. Hoke ................................................ BS Computer Science
Kyle R. Hsu ..................................................... BS Computer Science
Charles J. Im .................................................. BS Computer Engineering
John Andrew Isbell .......................................... BS Economics
Julius Mintze Jang ............................................ BS Economics
Hea Keoun Jeon ............................................... BS Chemical Engineering
Mackenzie Reagan Jeter .................................... BS Plant and Environmental Soil Science
Zengxiaoran Kang ........................................... BS Computer Science
Logan Alexander Keim ..................................... BS Computer Science
Austin M. Keith .............................................. BS Electrical Engineering
Naveed N. Khimani .......................................... BA Computing
Pranav S. Konduri ............................................ BS Computer Science
Esha Rao Kothapalli ......................................... BS Public Health
Elinor Krits ...................................................... BS Computer Science
Alexander Nelson Labbane .............................. BS Computer Science
James Dale Leaverton ..................................... BS Mechanical Engineering
Michael Lee .................................................... BS Statistics
Charles C. Lee ...................................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Gilbert T. Lehman ................................. BS Electrical Engineering
Brenton A. Lenzen ............................... BS Computer Science
Katrina Elizabeth Leslie ....................... BS Political Science
Sunjay Letchuman ............................... BBA Business Honors
Essynce Sonique Lewis ........................ BA International Studies
Grace N. Li ........................................ BS Computer Science
Daniel Scott Lightsey ........................... BA Philosophy
Richard W. Liu .................................... BS Computer Science
Ashlynn Faith Long ................................ BA English
Brandon Andrew Look Fong .................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Alyssa S. Low ...................................... BS Biochemistry
Sithija Sasanka Wathurawa Manage ....... BS Applied Mathematical Sciences
Perri Elaine Marshall ............................. BS Biomedical Sciences
Maggie A. Martin ................................. BED Environmental Design
Architectural Studies
Jose A. Martinez ................................. BS Oceanography
Ian M. Matson .................................... BS Computer Science
Ian James Matthews ............................. BS Physics
Sarvesh Mayilvahanan ........................ BS Mechanical Engineering
Christine Marie McCall ........................ BS Education
Rebecca Elaine McFadden ...................... BS Computer Science
Roger Jacob McNichols ........................ BS Biomedical Engineering
William M. Meyers .............................. BS Microbiology
Mikayla B. Monk .................................. BS Biomedical Sciences
Rohini R. Morey .................................. BS Biochemistry
Samantha J. Morganti .......................... BS Electrical Engineering
John Christopher Muschinske ................ BS Electrical Engineering
Albin Kyle Myscich IV .......................... BS Computer Science
Osnir A. Nagle ..................................... BS Computer Engineering
Raniyah Intiyaz Nathani ....................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Hong Nhi Nguyen ............................... BS Chemical Engineering
Erin Elizabeth Nugent ........................ BS Biomedical Sciences
Benjamin Jason Offereins .................... BS Biology
Lance Holden Ondrej ........................... BS Computer Science
Daniela C. Osteicoechea ...................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Bora Mukadder Oztekin ....................... BS Computer Science
Olivia Grace Parker ............................ BA Performance Studies
Sofia E. Patino Hernandez ..................... BS Biology
Samuel J. Patterson ............................. BS Electrical Engineering
Sena Pecen ........................................ BBA Business Honors
Annabel R. Perry ................................. BS Biology
Jackson M. Petroll .............................. BS Computer Engineering
Marcelo L. Pier .................................... BS Electrical Engineering
Michael Andrew Pitonak ........................ BS Biology
Avery M. Piwonski ............................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Vincent Thomas Potter ....................... BS Computer Engineering
Andrew Justin Powell ..................................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Emily Rabel ........................................... BS Environmental Geoscience
Ryan James Rahman .................................. BS Biology
Salmi Ajana Ranpatabendi .............................. BS Electrical Engineering
Huaxing Ren .......................................... BS Electrical Engineering
Nathanael Philip Ribar ................................ BS Meteorology
Victoria Eugenia Rivera Casanova ..................... BS Computer Science
Amanda Joy Roberts .................................. BA English
Abigail M. Rolen ...................................... BS Aerospace Engineering
Jacob C. Ruff .......................................... BS Electrical Engineering
Sarah Jayne Rutherford ............................... BA University Studies
Yashas Salankimatt .................................. BS Computer Engineering
Rebecca N. Schultz .................................. BS Electrical Engineering
Agam Shayit .......................................... BS Physics
Saman S. Siddiqui .................................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Brianna Lindsay Simonds ................................ BS Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Hariharan Sivakumar ................................ BS Computer Engineering
Bailey Renee Skinner ................................. BS Environmental Geoscience
Christian J. Smith .................................... BS Computer Science
Danniell Loren Smith ................................ BS Psychology
Amelia Muriel Soltes ................................ BS Biomedical Engineering
Radhika Soni .......................................... BS Computer Science
Tarun R. Sontam ...................................... BS Biology
Clara Frances Stadler ................................ BS Computer Science
Scott Christian Steinhauser .......................... BS Computer Science
Allison Brooke Stephens .............................. BS Biomedical Engineering
Kathleen Megan Stephenson ........................ BS Biomedical Engineering
Michael Roy Stewart ................................ BS Computer Engineering
Teresa Elizabeth Sullivan ............................. BS Biochemistry
Taylor Paige Swoboda ................................ BS Horticulture
Zain D. Syed ........................................... BA Philosophy
Tien Nguyen Tavu ..................................... BS Computer Science
Jonah B. Taylor ....................................... BS Computer Engineering
Yi Hong Anthony Teo ................................ BS Computer Science
Dylan Doan Theriot ................................ BS Computer Science
Cheryl Ann Thomas ................................ BA International Studies
Sarah Jordan Tonniges ................................ BA English
Katie Elizabeth Toomey ................................ BS Bioenvironmental Sciences
Brittany Y. Tran ...................................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Cassidy Alexandra Tresidder ........................ BBA Management
Maray Valle ........................................... BS Neuroscience
Jordan A. Vick ......................................... BS Political Science
Isaiah Thomas Villagomez ......................... BS Geographic Information Science and Technology
Abeer Waheed ........................................ BS Computer Engineering
Shuyu Wang .......................................... BS Computer Science
Duo Wang ............................................ BS Computer Engineering
Rachel D. White ............................................ BS Sociology
Kailey Nicole Wilkin ............................... BS Bioenvironmental Sciences
Robert C. Williams ............................... BED Environmental Design
                                      Architectural Studies
Kailyn Alyse Williams ......................... BS Kinesiology
Lauren Kylie Williams ......................... BS Electrical Engineering
Jeffrey Xu .......................................... BS Computer Science
Aolin Yang ........................................ BS Computer Science
Karim Ali Zaher ................................. BS Computer Engineering
Robert J. Zamen ................................. BS Biomedical Engineering
Melissa J. Zhang ................................. BS Computer Science
Yixin Zhang ...................................... BS Statistics
Sixing Zheng ...................................... BS Computer Science
Patrick Zhong .................................... BS Computer Science
Academic Regalia

Academic institutions throughout the world have created a wide variety of customs including distinctive dress, color and ceremony to indicate the accomplishments of scholars. English traditions originating at Oxford and Cambridge led to the development of American academic regalia. By the twentieth century, institutions of higher learning in the United States had adopted a well-defined code of academic costume, which now includes the identification of the different academic degrees by distinctive gowns, hoods and colors. For instance, the baccalaureate gown is worn closed and is identified by long, pleated front panels and long, pointed sleeves. The master’s gown has very long sleeves, closed at the bottom, and the arms of the wearer are placed through an opening in the front of the sleeves. Doctoral gowns are distinguished by velvet panels around the neck and down the front of the gown. Three horizontal black velvet bars also mark the doctorate. In America, the hood is the most colorful feature of academic regalia. The bachelor’s hood, when worn, is comparatively short; the master’s, a bit longer; and the doctor’s, at four feet, reaches far down the wearer’s back. The outside of the hood is black and is bordered with a two-, three- or five-inch band of velvet in the color representing the degree received, and the hood is lined with the colors of the granting institution. For instance, the Master of Arts hood from Texas A&M has a white border, for the discipline color of Arts, Letters and Humanities, with a maroon and white lining; the Master of Science hood has a golden yellow border, for Science, with a maroon and white lining; and the Doctor of Philosophy hood has a border in the blue of Philosophy with a maroon and white lining. Among the other discipline colors are Agriculture—maize, Architecture—violet, Business—olive green, Education—light blue, Engineering—orange and Veterinary Medicine—gray. These colors represent the degree earned, not the academic major. The Ph.D. in Engineering, for example, would normally wear the dark blue of Philosophy on the hood and gown instead of the orange of Engineering. Official guests of the University and members of the Board of Regents wear the doctor’s gown with the blue of Philosophy on the front and hood.

Ceremonial Mace

The University mace, a gift of the Class of 1990, leads the academic procession at commencement and on other special ceremonial occasions. Historically, the use of a mace dates back to the Middle Ages and was carried before or placed near a magistrate or other dignitary as an ensign of authority. This mace is made of sterling silver, walnut and oak and depicts various University symbols. It was designed by Rodney Hill, Texas A&M architecture professor who also carved the staff. Silversmith Lane Coulter ’78, of Santa Fe, prepared the silver head of the mace and Lars Stanley ’74, of Austin, designed and manufactured the stand.
Gonfalons

The gonfalon, a flag that hangs from a crosspiece or frame, originated in the medieval republics of Italy as an ensign of state or office. Gonfalons have been adopted in many universities around the world as college or institutional insignias. The gonfalons displayed represent the colleges of Texas A&M University. The colors of the University, maroon and white, are joined together in a pattern common to all of the flags. The top portion is the designated color for each unit. The white field serves as a background for the symbol of each.

College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. On a ground of white appears an emerging sun of yellow and russet rays. Yellow, the discipline color of science, russet, the discipline color of natural resources, and the center orange, color of engineering, combine to illustrate the intellectual interest in human and biological systems and structures. The interweaving ring encompasses the dawn making a full circle of life.

College of Architecture. The hexagonal symbol is composed of three colors that represent the solid foundation of the college. Our Aggie core values (maroon) connect limitless possibilities and opportunities in learning, scholarship, and engagement for the college (blue) with the energy of creativity, innovation, and design to address them (yellow). The striped ribbon represents the drivers of the college’s vision of quality of life, place, and human endeavors which is intertwined with a solid ribbon that represents where this vision is applied: the natural, built, and virtual environments. The six segments defined by the alternating striped and solid ribbon represent the six disciplinary domains of the college: urban planning, architecture, landscape architecture, land and property development, construction science, and visualization.

Mays Business School. The golden knot symbolizes unity and coordination of the disciplines of business administration. Surrounding the golden knot, a field of purple represents the rank of authority. The foundation of lozenges under the triangle illustrates the flow of order.

College of Dentistry. The color lilac has been associated with dentistry since the 1800s, symbolizing compassion and inspiration. Upon it, rests the Greek Omicron, O, representing the first letter in “odont,” meaning tooth, along with an interlaced Delta representing the letter D for Dentistry. The inner-most component of the emblem depicts healing, as signified with a serpent intertwined around the ancient cauterizing rod of the Greek god of healing, Asclepius. Included in the emblem, are 32 leaves and 20 berries representing both the primary and secondary teeth.
College of Education and Human Development. The flourishing flame blazoned with gold, light blue and royal purple signifies the burning zeal of the three missions of education--teaching, research and service. The hands hold the spiritual, social and intellectual flame of education.

College of Engineering. As the triangles collaborate alongside each other, projecting a diamond shape, they depict the strong relationship between the diverse engineering disciplines. The use of mathematics, science and technology provide the foundation of solving today’s challenging ideas between and within each engineering department. The center illustrates a circuit board to express the continuing growth in technology and engineering today, resulting in new industries and opportunities. The cohesive elements of this design work together as a whole symbolizing communication, interaction, teamwork, and balance in Engineering as the green, blue and navy color palette represents energy, loyalty, wisdom, professionalism and ambition.

College of Geosciences. The white field reveals a yellow sun representing our surrounding atmosphere. The mountain peaks and the horizontal band of golden land represent the lithosphere. The banded waves of white signify the hydrosphere. The atmosphere, lithosphere and hydrosphere form the total environment for life in our world.

Bush School of Government and Public Service. The star symbolizes pride and heritage in our great state of Texas. The two lines on either side of the star represent our connection with the past, and with the future, in an effort to build on experiences from history, while contributing and presenting new opportunities to future generations.

School of Law. A widely accepted symbol of peace, the olive leaves highlight one of the most critical contributions of law and legal order to human development. Curving inwards, they also bring to mind the Aggie Ring – and the circle of fellowship and community it represents. Lady Justice symbolizes the values our graduates bring to bear in their careers: a spirit of objectivity (blindfold), an unwavering commitment to fairness (scales), and the strength necessary to pursue it (sword). The six stars, finally, represent Texas A&M’s Core Values – Leadership, Respect, Loyalty, Excellence, Selfless Service, and Integrity – essential requirements of not only members of the legal profession, but all those who study the law and seek to advance justice, fairness, and the Rule of Law.

College of Liberal Arts. The golden torch symbolizes the various disciplines lighting the path to our goal, “Knowledge for Life.” The circle of blue, the traditional color of knowledge, represents the college’s unending, unbroken commitment to scholarship, learning, and responsible citizenship.
College of Medicine. The white field provides a background for the Aesculapian staff and serpent, long used as the symbol of the healing arts. The green color is the same displayed on the hoods and robes worn for the degree of Doctor of Medicine.

College of Nursing. The stars on the College of Nursing gonfalon represent caring, innovation and empowerment, while the cross symbolizes the origins of nursing. The candle honors the founder of nursing, Florence Nightingale. Apricot is the color of nursing.

Irma Lerma Rangel College of Pharmacy. The mortar and pestle on the College of Pharmacy gonfalon symbolize the tools of traditional pharmacy. The Rx is from the Latin, “Take thou.”

School of Public Health. The anchor and caduceus are adapted from the national Public Health Service, which evolved from the Marine Hospital Service to the Public Health and Marine Hospital Service, and finally became the U.S. Public Health Service. The star represents the linkage of the School of Public Health with the Texas A&M Health Science Center and the State of Texas. The salmon color is the color of the public health hoods.

College of Science. This symbol’s segments represent the five departments of the College of Science--Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics and Astronomy, and Statistics. The interweaving of each depicts their close relationship to each other. The inner quilting represents the intellectual search in science and its continuing growth.

College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences. Resting upon a ground of purity, a white snake stands for the science and the art of prevention, cure or alleviation of disease and injury to animals. It is found entwined around a herald’s green staff--the symbol of service. The golden radiant triangle atop the Aesculapius illustrates the breadth of veterinary medical science.
“The Spirit of Aggieland”

By Mimms-Dunn

Some may boast of prowess’ bold,
Of the school they think so grand,
But there’s a spirit can ne’er be told,
It’s the spirit of Aggieland.

Chorus

We are the Aggies—the Aggies are we,
True to each other as Aggies can be.
We’ve got to fight, boys,
We’ve got to fight!
We’ve got to fight for Maroon and White.
After they’ve boosted all the rest,
They will come and join the best,
For we are the Aggies—the Aggies so true,
We’re from Texas A M U.
Congratulations New Graduates!
Welcome to The Association of Former Students!

Today, as a proud graduate of Texas A&M University, you will turn your Aggie Ring so that the Class year faces away from the body symbolizing a readiness to face the world.

Being an Aggie is a lifelong experience that is supported by the Aggie Network. By staying involved with Texas A&M through The Association of Former Students, together, we will continue the work of passing back the core values, traditions and experiences that make Texas A&M unique.

As you begin your new journey, we ask that when you’re ready, you consider helping to pass it back to future generations. Join the Century Club at a 50% discount and proudly showcase your very own Century Club member decal.

The Association of Former Students is HERE for Aggies during their days as students and former students, THERE for Aggies as they make their way around the world and EVERYWHERE that the Aggie Network needs us to be.
This program is accurate with respect to the degree awarded and honors conferred based on available information at the time of print production. Neither a name listed herein nor participation in the ceremony guarantees the awarding of a degree or honors. The Office of the Registrar retains each student’s permanent academic record, which indicates these official designations.

This program will be available for download on the graduation website the week after ceremonies have been held at https://graduation.tamu.edu/Home/Ceremonial-Symbols-History/Program-Archives.